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Dorm damage 
· A Costly Hassl~ 
By Mona Krieger 
· Dorm damage situations are 
an ever present dilemma to the 
Ithaca College community. 
The problems range from the 
mysteries of who did the 
damage, to the astronomical 
costs of repair. The students 
of the I.C community should 
be aware of the problem and 
try to minimize it as much as 
possible. Dorm vandalism not 
only imposes economic 
problems, it makes living 
among destruction unpleasant 
and unsafe as well. How can 
the damage be deleted? Who 
must pay the pfice for the 
destruction? 
A big factor in trying to find 
a solution for the dorm 
damage problem is the 
resident community of the 
I.C. campus. The students 
along ·with a recently 
cooridinated Residential Hall 
Vandalism and Damage Task 
. Force may be able to find 
some answers to the ever 
present conditions. The Task 
Force's members are, Amy 
Zimen, Operations assistant 
Egbert Union,Steve Schwan, 
Assistant Bursar, Terry 
Doherty, student Rick 
Coofore, Lower Terrace 
Resident Director aid Bill 
Perkins, the chairman. The 
commity is a temporary 
organization that investigates 
the damage problem and 
coordinates propositions such 
as programs and policies ~o 
reduce damage and the costs. 
They also look into the causes 
of damage. From their resear-
ch enlightening statistics were 
obtained, and promising, ten-
tative programs were 
proposed. 
According to their report, 
the cost of damage related 
repairs during the Ithaca 
College ac~emic year (80-81) 
was $24,663.84. It was said 
that a significant portion of 
the building mechanic's work 
week is spent on damage 
repairs and not on maintaining 
or improving facilities. They 
also noted that the ACUHO 
(reported that "74 percent of 
the 210 responding housing 
officers indicated they con-
sidered damage and vandalism 
to be residential hall propety 
and facilities to be excessive". 
"78 percent of the respondents 
indicated that specific in-
dividuals of groups were iden-
tified from damages less than 
SO percent of the time''. 
Ithaca College's damage and 
vandalism compares with the 
figures revealed. As a result of 
the information uncovered by 
the Task Force and the 
damage and vandalism that 
exists, they have begun to 
propose programs and 
policies. 
There are no definite 
programs that will be put into 
use promptly'. They are still 
being proposed and examined. 
Some of the ideas seem 
promising provided that the 
students participate. A 
program such as a per-
sonalization project is one 
alternative. This program will 
give the residents the oppor-
tunity to constuct, design or 
suggest dorm improvements. 
It would be supported by the 
residential life budget. Accor-
ding to the Task Force, this 
would possibly enhance 
residence hall pride and give 
the residents a feeling of 
ownership, and instill a sense 
of community needs. The 
Task Force recommends a 
flow of in formation on 
damages that is readily ac-
cessable to residents. They 
support the idea that the 
residential hall staff should 
make personal contact with 
building residents concerning 
this manner. They feel that 
"the communica tion should 
be as varied and personal as 
possible". Another proposal 
was that charges for building 
residents not be posted to the 
.individual student accounts 
until the amount reaches 
$3.50. These programs and 
policies are tentative and more 
will be introduced for con-
sideration. 
Aside from the policies and 
programs, the residents of the 
dorms must be willing to take 
part in the effort to reduce and 
hopefully avoid excessive and 
serious damages. We are a 
Be Aware of Alcohol 
1fJhnmrsday iis. ti ti AHcolm.oR Awareness Il))my o ~ 9 
:By Gretchen Wass Day are members of AEC, a 
Responsible drinking will be committee who voluntarily 
the theme in the Union today plan projects and events to 
for the fifth annual "Alcohol open students' eyes to the 
Awareness Day" sponsored by dangers of , irresponsible 
the AEC, Alcohol Education drinking. Formerly the AA Ts, 
Committee of Ithaca c;:ollege Alcohol Awareness Task For-
from 10-2p.m. Ithaca is one ce, they are in their third year 
of several· schools across the of operation under co-
nation parrticipating in chairperson Bill Perkins, 
"National Alcohol Awareness Assistant Director of Residen-
Week." tial Life and Marcy Wiley of 
Representatives from the the Counseling Center. The 
Ithaca Community such as the goal of the AEC is to educate 
Council on Alcoholism, members of the Ithaca College 
STOP-DWI, and the Sheriff's Community about alcohol and 
Dept. will be present to to prevent abuse of this drug 
educate students about alcohol by giving the students the .fac-
and it's effects. Filling tables ts. Roger Eslinger, director of 
with displays, videos, pan- the Union feels providing the 
phlets;questionaires, and facts of alcohol dangers and 
general information · will be abuse "will help people make 
faculty and stQdents from better decisions for them-
organizations across the cam- selves." . 
pus, such as: Campus Ac- Committee member Frank 
tivities, Residential Life, Lamas, Assistant Vice-
Safety and Security, Core, President of Student Affairs 
Student Affairs, the Healtl· says· some students have 
Center, the Couseling Center, misconceptions about the fun-
Personnel, and the Egbert ction of the group. "We are 
Union. Balloons will fill the not prohibiting alcohol, and 
lobby, as well as pencils with we aren't a bunch of stuffed 
responsible drinking slogans, shirts.,, Lamas feels making 
T ~s~rts, and specials featuring the· students aware of alcohol 
non-alcoholic drinks. related problems will help 
:,cudents who have broken the 
student conduct code did so 
because of alcohol-related in-
cidents. · 
Co-chairperson Bill Perkins 
points out there are "varied 
reasons for.being a member of 
AEC." The twenty students 
and various faculty and staff 
work together sharing 
suggestions and ideas at 
weekly meetings. The AEC 
has "traveling road trips" in 
which movies on drinking and 
alcoholism are shown in the 
dorms, followed by discussion 
sessions led by an AEC mem-
ber. "Until I get caught" is a 
movie made in downtown 
Ithaca bars shown in the dor-
ms, as well as'; "The Bob 
Welch story-comebacker," a 
film about a pitcher for the 
Dodgers battle against 
alcoholism. Calling Bill 
Perkins is all that's necessary 
tQ, arrange to have the 
tra'v~ling AEC come to a 
dor·m. 
Or1oher 14. 1'>X1 
-
community of adults, here to 
improve ourselves. What is 
the prupose of destroying our 
surroundings? · 
According to Chris Horn, 
Director of Residential Life, 
"the college community is one 
of adults and there is no 
reason why we can't be treated 
as such." He has stated the 
fact that, "A significant part 
of the damage is alcohol 
related and accurs in the early 
morning hours." He said, "It 
is not uncommon for an R.A. 
to find the dorm in perfect 
condition from 12am to Jam 
and discover damage done af-
ter those hours." He doesn't 
believe that restricted parties 
are the answer as long as they 
arc af a reasonable number 
and the behavior is ap-
propriate. If there are parties 
during the week, he feels that 
the guests and hosts should be 
considerate of those who are 
concerned with their 
academics and respect their 
right to studying in the proper 
cont. page 6, 
The people behind the . thein . to make more sensible 
scenes who ~ganize9 A.A. decisions. Many of the 
Projects such as this are just 
one of the many roles of the 
AEC, _who cpnstantly en-
courages new members, 
Lamas adds the group is a lot 
of fun, instructive and 
"positive for the com-
munity." Nonefor the road 
~, 
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L~•-i""li!i.f,:-:~-,, d/41 • -~.f.". i::_.uz••..,111:,lm~ 
'.about l!~aca Co_~ege? - . I-
LisaJ. Nip 
Jappy-most definately. Like 
gag me with a spoon! 
Mr. flootnik 
Intellectually, I find I.C. very 
challenging and physically 
provacative. 
· Bob Papazian 
It's like being a rhino in heat. 
Joe Strummer 
It's a great place to party, but 
I wouldn't like to play there. 
Lee-Roy 
Go To Cornell! 
HenryBenry 
It's driving me Innosanel 
ASSHEAD 
I'm staying low key ... Ask Bob. 
Dolly Temple 
You feel like you 're in suspen-
ded animation. 
Do to technical dif-
ficulty, the Ithacan 
Inquirer was forced to 
improvise this week. 
Please bear with us. 
Believe it or not we've been here for half a semester already 
That mans it's time for mid~terms. Many students 'blow-
off" mid-terms, but they are a major part of your final 
semester grades. , 
When my teacher said to us "It's time for mid-terms," I 
choked. I thought •• it's time to cram ... l'm going to fail •.. my 
first major test this semester •.• lt's _half my grade. I'm sure 
many of you thought this too. Well, here are some helpful 
hints to handling mid-terms. 
First, find a quiet place to study. Some areas can be Frien-
ds Hall, the fifth floor of Gannett, the Chapel, or even Cor-
nell. It should not be noisy in your dorm, but I realize it may 
be. Consideration is a must during mid-terms and final. For 
people who are noisy, think about when you want to study 
and how hard it is to when there is a lot of noise. 
Second, if you have not kept up in your courses, there may 
still be time to play catch up. So, you don't party one or two 
nights, you'll be ahead in the long run if you catch-up now 
and stay caught up. 
Third, don't panic. Sure it's part of your grade, but you can 
!ry to pick up your grade if you don't do well. Just stay calm, 
do the work and study. 
Fourth ... Good lnckl 
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Editor, Ithacan: 
I would like to take issue 
with one of your letter writers, 
a student, I believe, whose let-
ter criticizing Jim Butterfield 
appeared last week. The 
writer expressed outrage that 
Coach Butterfield would have 
the temenity to publicly 
criticize his team and its per-
formance; indeed, our foot-
ball coach was accused of 
teaching, by example, poor 
sportsmanship. I think most 
students would agree that they 
want to be criticized 
(evaluated, graded) by their 
instructor, sometimes even by 
their peers. I can previously 
recall many students who all 
but demanded more criticism, 
so I guess it is in the fact that 
Butterfield made his critique 
openly, gen~rally, and pulicly, 
To the Editor: 
The.college on.the hill has a 
problem. A problem that is 
generally discussed behind the 
closed-dOQrs of weekly· Afro-
Latin So iety meetings, 
sometimes ·n the Educational 
Opp ty Office, and on a 
few occasions in some con-
sciousness-raising Sociology 
class. The problem? Racial 
discrimination, repression, 
and misrepreseqtation at 
Ithaca College. 
This campus houses 100 
students of African and Latin 
decent. And it has been the 
practice of this institution to 
pretend that these students do 
not represent a culture within 
themselves whose various ex-
pressions must be 
reco g'.nized. It has been the 
practice of this institution to 
allow practically no oppor-
tunity for this reco gnition to 
come to fruition, or simply to 
exclude us(Afro-Latin studen-
ts) selectively by offering us no 
incentive what so ever to par-
ticipate. By incentive, I mean· 
incorporating enough of our 
cultural preferences, tastes, 
and mores into campuswide 
activities to .make them all 
atleast marginally interesting 
to us. Afterall, this is our 
college too. And although we 
are a minority, we are the most 
prominent minority on cam-
pus, and are gr_owing quite 
wary of this selective ex-. 
clusion. 
During my years at Ithaca 
College more than a few of my 
\Yhite classmates have won-
dered why "so many of the 
blacks on campus seem to only 
associate with .other blacks." 
For once, and for all, for all 
you white students who 
profess ·to really give a damn, I 
would like to ask you why so 
niany of the whites on campus 
seem to only associate with 
other whites? 
Because we are the minority 
is it always our responsibility 
to assimilate into your 
culture? Or should we retain 
our culyure, and let it be given 
that ·you have· an open in-
vitation to experience life from 
our perspectve whenever the 
mood strikes you. Pc::.rsonally, 
, . 
·-
I HEllHA<.;AN 3 
The Dark Side of Sport§ 
that so irritated ~het writer. 
Lets face it, sport is a major 
public segment of the enter-
tainment industry in our 
society. Athletes and their 
performances are hugely 
noticed and exhaustively 
reported. Usually the public 
comment is laudatory; all to 
often sycophantic, and, thus, 
boring ·and depressing. Never-
theless, there is, often, 
negative evaluation of 
athletes, sometime by repor-
ters, more often by coaches, 
and, occasionally, by owners 
of the teams. 
Therefore, it seems to me 
that Coach Butterfield's 
willingness to go on radio 
publicly discussing and 
criticizing his team's perfor-
mance, is good sound 
p r a g_m at i c e d u ca t i o n a I 
I find the latter option the 
most acceptable, and in ac-
tuality I believe that our door 
has always been open anyway. 
The problem is that the mood 
to step through our door 
doesn't strike you all that of-
ten. I can't help but get the 
impression that· what you'd 
rather see happen is for us to 
come on over to your side, and 
hang out there indefinetly. I, 
for one, can't go for that. 
At this point, I would like to 
offer two examples of the type 
of racial injustices con-
tinuously withstood by myself, 
and I am sure by most of the 
minority students on this cam-
pus at one time or another. 
The following is _a clear case 
of cultural repression: It took 
me all of last week to get one 
"contemporary urban" song 
on a 3 hour long tape for the 
Theatre Arts Department's 
freshman party. The song was 
played during the last 20 
minutes of the party after 
most of the people had already 
left. I had come to accept the 
fact that only one of the four 
songs I had originally wanted 
taped was actually used; I 
dealt with ·the fact that it was 
played at a God awful time; 
But I failed to understand why 
the mere fact that one of 
''those'' songs was on the tape 
through one of my fellow 
classmates into a state of fren-
zied indignation which 
culminated in his grabbing his 
jacket and storming out of the 
party. 
You see, I don't exactly 
·represent the majority in that 
particular department; 
therefore my song was not a 
fair representation of what 
everyone wanted to hear. I 
should have been content to 
listen to what everyone else 
liked, and to hell with my 
musical preferences. I should 
either stick with my own kind, 
(where I belong) or learn to. 
love rock(which I don't· hate., 
but I'd appreciate you giving 
my music a shot every now 
and then too.) 
And now, example number 
two: Racially based 
pysyco/sexual harrasment: 
philosophy. He is providing 
feedback on the performance 
and competence of his athletes 
and teams while he 
simultaneously exposes them 
to what the psychologists 
would call desensitization 
therapy: getting them used to 
the public eye from both 
negative and positive stan-
dpoints ... Yes, positive also. 
The writer doesn't mention it 
but Butterfield has never stin-
ted in providing public praise 
and other positive reinforcem-
ents for his players and teams. 
I won't belabor the point, 
(maybe I already have). 
Students need to hear the bad 
news too, sometimes even 
publicly.· We all imagine our-
selves to be deservers of "A" 
EVALUATIONS, BUT 
·SOMETIMES WE PER-
a. The macho man who 
screamed, "SPEAR 
CHUCKER." AT ME AS I 
walked to the quads. I sup-
pose he assumed I was con-
cealing a ready-to -chuck spear 
beneath my sweater, which is 
probably why he took care to 
remain well-hidden behind his 
curtain. 
b. The three big bad jocks who 
leered at me as we four stood 
alone in the East Tower 
elevator, and expressed their 
unanimous desire to "get into 
some black meat." 
The list of racial injustices 
that I alone ha\e endured by 
my black and la1in brothers 
and sisters) is endless. The 
mere fact that there are only 
160 of us in a college which 
houses over 4700 students is in 
itself an injustice. 
There is no excuse for it,-
being necessary for the Afro-
Latin society to have a· 
separate (but equal?) parents 
weekend. There is no excuse 
for there being a need for an 
article such as this. There is 
no excuse, but boy have I 
heard them all. Now I 
responded to the hoards of 
lame excuses which have b«;!en 
thrown in our paths all these 
years. Please, no more ex-
cuses; save them for some 
other people, some other time. 
We want something done, and 
doing that something now 
wouldn't be a moment to 
soon. 
· The views expressed in the 
preceeding article do not 
necessarily reflect the opinions 
of the entire Ithaca College 
minCi>rity population. They are 
my views, and probably are 
shared by some others. But 
just like white people, we too 
have individual personalities. 
So bear this in mind before 
you ask someone else about 
my opinion. If you want to 
know how all the minority 
students on campus feel you're 
in luck, because there are so 
few of us here that you 
.literally have the opportunity 
to ask us all. 
Thank You, 
Ms. Mattie L. Perry 
'Theat_re '84 
FORM MARGINALLY, 
ANO SOMETIMES WE 
FAIL. Thanmd heaven I.C. 
turned in a winning perfor-
mance against Springfield. A 
dismal season had been 
shaping up in this very slow 
football year. 
One final point. I believe 
that one must take a broad 
and long look at teaching per-
formance before idly and 
promiscuously berating a 
proven performer and 
producer of success such as 
Butterfield (and publicly 
too!). 
I have a son playing high 
school football for Lansing 
High School. His coach is a 
former I.C. footballer and 
student of Butterfield, Matt 
Steenberg. From close obser-
vation, I can report that my 
boy is the fortunate recipient 
of a theory and philosophy of 
games, competition and good 
sportsmanship which I can 
recognize and trace directly 
back from Steenberg to But-
terfield and to I.C. sports 
generally. If our writer still 
feels compelled to detect and 
to cry poor sportsmanship in 
the athletic world, let him go 
after George Steinbrenner. I 
am still reeling over his 
"apology to the world when 
the Yankees lost the World 
Series last year. 
Let's direct our ire toward 
those who really deserve it. 
Sincerely, 
Charles J. Snyder, Jr, 
Associate Professor 
Speech Pathology and 
Audiology 
Asshead 
R (eS po nse 
To the Editor 
Although I don't wish to 
beat a dead horse, so to speak, 
by continuing to comment on 
the September 3rd 
ASSHEAD,copyright 1982, 
titled ASSHEAD ... the Gift 
that keeps on giving." Yet I 
am intrigued by the controver-
sy, and compelled to comment 
on the exchange of Letters to 
the Editor in the October 7th 
edition of The Ithacan. 
The underlying fact is that 
THe Ithacan is an independent 
newspaper, and this indepen-
dence is the paper's greatest 
asset. Students are, and 
should be, grateful for this 
freedom. ,ALso, students are, 
and should be, capable of ad-
dressing serious, important, 
and controversial issues within 
the pages of this newspaper. 
Thus, I must congradulate Mr. 
Palen for the courage and 
dignity displayed by con-
sciously sporting the flow of 
controversy and intellectual 
thought. Indeed cartons can 
be political, and the very 
essence of politics is that all 
people do not agree, and all 
people can not be ac-
comadated at the same time. 
The concept of "taste" 
arises, and rightfully so. 
Make no mistake, I am not in 
favor of a b.latant overflow 
of thoughtless humor or 
crude, uncuth subject matter. 
Yet the subject addressed by 
the comic strip in question is 
an important, serious, and 
"close to home" topic for 
college students of the 1980's. 
Perhaps some of wording 
could have been changed, and 
I sympathize with the female 
population who are burdened 
with, and have to deal with, 
the common stereotypes of 
our society such as "the 
women as whore" mettophor 
mentioned in a letter to the 
Editor last week. But I 
strongly believe that Mr. Palen 
was quite correct in stating 
that "I would be doing our 
community and myself an in-
justice if I was to paint pretty 
pictures of a world that does 
not really exist." The true 
quality of the ASSHEAD 
continued on page 4 
----------- - ---
Th~ ITHACAN is proud to be able to publish coJTel!pondence 
form the <"ollege community that accurately reflects the 
viewpoint of individuals and/or campus organizations. 
_However, Wf: respect our responsibilitv to provide only 
'legitimate letters with public fomm. 
Becouse·of this, the ITHACAN requis-es the following fonnat 
do1" lette,r1111ubmitted for publication: 
· I. Name, moJol" and year of graduation. Will be withheld 
upon request. 
~ Phone number una address. 
3." Typed neatly pnd no longer than two typewritten ·pages. 
_4. Spelling C(_)~ted. fWe will not t.i~ it for the author.I 
. Correopondence may be sent through Ull~rcampus mail to 
, · the lTHACAN, Boseme~lt of Landon H~~ · Off:-e',lmpus 
correspondents ~ay write us at THE ITHAC~~ '.BaBe~ll.t ~f 
l;ondon Hall,,lthaea College,-Idia~ NY-14850, · AU le~i-rs 
must be ~ved by 5:00 p.m. M~dBY. afternoon·· . 
4 THE ITHACAN 
TO THE THREE STOOGES 
(VIA LONDON) 
It was good talking to you all. 
Glad to hear that things are 
going great. We're all having a 
pretty good time ourselves. 
Plan on having a halloween 
party. This friday chief and I 
are going to hear Joe Jackson 
up in Syracuse. I ·got two 
tickets free. I'm now a big 
concert goer. Hope the skiing 
was good in Italy. All of us 
wish we were scaling the slopes 
with you guys. Tell Rick that 
the bets not over yet. He still 
has to face her this spring. I'll_ 
send you a letter soon. Oh yes 
we are all psyched about Ver-
mont: fzk'e care of your selves. 
Getting psyched. Give us a 
call. 
Mr.B.O.C. 
DINNER 7· NIGHTS 
BRUNCH ALL DAY SUNDAY 
TU~~~, 
The Grand Dame of Ithaca, N. Y. 
RING 272-6484 
Asshead 
Continued 
comic strip lies within this 
statement. 
I d_o ___ not agree with 
everything that Mr. Palen has 
to say (ie. I am a Ronald 
Reagan supporter, and I don't 
really like Elvis Costello). Yet 
I think Mr. Palen is a brillant 
cartoonist and I must com-
mend him on his willingness to 
stand -up to controversy, and 
his capability of dealing with 
serioius, touchy, and impor-
tant matters in a mature way. 
In his response to the October 
7th letters to the editor, some 
of which contained very 
shallow remarks comparing 
humor with crib death, or the 
unfriendly referals to the name 
of the cartoon character. Mr. 
Palen showed great restraint 
and maturity by writing a 
thank you/apologetic letter 
which explains his very valid 
views. Mr. Palen and his car-
toon character ASSHEAD, 
are a great asset of The 
lthaacan, and the Ithaca 
College Community. 
Sincerely, 
Pete and Ben, '83 
Voyage 
by Scott Wines 
The Outing Club recently 
completed its first weekend 
expedition. The club is suc-
cessful due to the hard work, 
dedication and cooperation of 
Club members, officeers and 
The club advisor, Tim Ramsey 
of the Department of 
Recreation. 
The first Outing however 
was no ordinary trip. The club 
participated in an annual event 
ponsored by the International 
Outing Club Association 
(I.O.C.A.). 
In the heart of the Adiron-
ark Mountains, the Outing 
lub canoed across the chop-
py waters of Lake George to 
urtle Island where the club 
et with other participating 
uting clubs. The club had set 
p camp in· a secluded cave 
long the surrounding water. 
embers then worked 
ogether to prepare an ap-
etizing dinner in the piney 
sland cove. For the evening 
ctivity the group paddled by 
oonlight to nearby Mohican 
sland for a night of dancing 
ith a 3 piece country band. 
he club then canoed along 
he moonlit lake back to Tur-
le Island for a midnight snack 
y an open campfire. Then 
mally a night of rest in the 
ool crisp mountain air. 
After cooking breakfast and 
acking the canoes it was a 
·hallenging voyage to land 
gainst a strong current. The 
anoeing was not ·easy but it 
ave a feeling of accomplish-
ent. 
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STUDENT GOVERNMENT NEEDS YOUR PAR-
TICIPATION 
The Student Voice is looking for a few good people to help 
investigate present student gripes, and concerns and 
suggestions to the appropriate authorities. 
If you are a student who constantly feels uninformed, 
abused by the "system" or totally alienated from the policies 
and.decisions made by the Ithaca College administration then 
yon should say "Hey wait a minute I'm the one truly affected 
by these decisions and I want to have a say in what happens 
and Ithaca College." If you feel that way please take five 
minutes out of your time and stop by the Student Gover-
nment office to see me. 
The Student Voice also has interest and is involved in ac-
tivities that aren't directly related to the Ithaca College com-
mu·nity. Such as its' involvement with the New York State 
Lobbying Group known as the ·independent Student 
Coalition.(1.S.C.) The r.s.c. lobbies primarily at the State 
level however, we did travel as part of a larger Coalition 
known as Copus, to Washington, D.C.last spring. I.S.C. has 
been effective In attaining and maintaining acceptable levels 
of T APawards for New York Students. I.S.C. was also effec-
tive in the national lobbying efforts against the Reagan ad-
ministraion's attempt to cut student aid programs like 
Guaranteed Student Loans, B.E.O.G.,H.E.O.P. 
Finally, the Student Voice is active, at the present time, in 
the U.S. Congressional Race between U.~. Congressman 
Matt McHugh and David Crowley. Matt McHugh is a 
Congressman who has and is most supportive of the student 
lobbying efforts against Student Aid cuts last spring at Cor-
nell. We support Congressman Matt McHugh and all Student 
Voice members will be afforded the opportinity to work on 
the Congessman's campaign. · 
Please! If you are concerned with Ithaca College's future or 
your own, you should feel obligated to help us help your-
selves. Please drop by the Student Government office anytime 
and see me or leave me a note and I'll get back to you. 
Thank You, 
Steven Fuller 
,Ithaca College 
Student Trustee and Director of Student Voice Committee 
Student Government Office 
Third Floor, Egbert Union 
274-3377 
. 
The Counseling Center is offering two very special 
workshops • .The first is a three session workshop starting oc-
tober 21st. The workshop is called Building Relationships 
and is open to both males and females who want to learn 
about attitudes, ideas, and expectations people have about 
relationships. 
The second workshop is a five session Assertiveness 
Training workshop. This workshop begins October 19th. · It 
will help you to learn more about your behavior in circum-
stances that are difficult for you. · The focus will be on ex-
pressing positive and negative feelings constructively, 
refusing requests, and standing up for your rights without 
feeling guilty. 
If you are interested in either of these workshops of in get-
ting in touch with the Counseling Center call them at 274-
3136 or visit the office on the 5th floor of the Gannett Center. 
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by Marcia Witt 
!,?My miriie arms at perfor-
ming silent, illusionary pieces 
which show genuine feeling/' 
says senior Michael Unger. 
The BFA Acting major began 
mime during his sophomore 
year in · high school, and has 
since made about 100 street 
performances, as well as 
several solos within the New 
York are (Ithaca and Cor-
tland). These solos include 
performances in Open Mike 
night, •\Silent Pictures" 
(through SAB), and the SUNY 
Cortland Recreational Con-
vention. Most recently, Unger 
performed his latest repertoire 
in 1•Mimesis", through SAB 
for Parent's Weekend. 
"'I took classes from the 
Steppenwolf Theater in 
Chicago--though I consider 
myself self-taught, since 
classes lasted only a few 
weeks," says Unger. He 
proceeds, i'~I directed a mime 
troupe in high school--I taught 
ten students, and we · then 
became an organized group in 
school, which has become a 
tradition at the high school. 
'' During the summer of 
1980 I did 'street mime' at the 
8th Annual King Richards Fair 
(a Renaissance fair in 
Chicago)," says_ Unger. He 
clarifies, ~··0Stteet Mime' in-
volves interacting with 
whoever comes along. You 
play off the people-- it's ex-
citing to invent and have the 
audience invent with you." 
Says Unger,'-' Children make 
the best iiUdiences for '·street 
mime' --they're more affected 
by it and have a more iIJ1-
pulsive fascination with the 
art," says Unger. -"They're 
sharp and they pick up on 
EVERYTHING. If your piece-
is vague, they'won't buy it." 
This past ~ummer, Unger 
performed 'lstreet mime' 
Albany, NY 
• Connecticut 
• Garden City, LI 
• Huntington, LI 
Ithaca, NY 
Manhattan 
• Central & North 
New Jersey 
Westchester 
_ADELPHI UNIVERSITY OFFERS: 
Extensive 40-hr~ 4 week or 32-hr. "Weekendern 
courses • Live lectures • Simulated exam 
conditions • Special home-study materials • 
Tape library • Up-to-date course materials • 
Group & individual counseling · 
during the week for Chicago's 
Goodman Theater (the second 
oldest not-for-profit regional 
theatre). In addition, Unger 
occupied his weekends with 
performing "-'spoofs on old 
bible stories--actually, bas tar-
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dized bible stories at the 10th torso. Says Unger, "'The 
Annual King Richards Fair," feelings are centered there, 
he says. At this time Unger and the impulse to move is 
worked with the troupe of born there." 
"The Silent Crusaders of the Unger offers," These 
Crimson Cross." represent two extremes. 
· ''I owe a lot of thanks to Though there are exceptions in 
Theater Professor Sally every case, I feel mime is 
Rubin, "says Unger. "She was moving in the direction of the 
responsible for bringing over Polish influence." The boun-
Andrjez Szczuzewski, one of daries Marcel Marceau set on 
the world's finest mimes, and mime seem to be breaking, 
co-founder of the Warsaw creating a newer form of ex-
Mime Troupe from Poland.'' pression, called' mimedance', 
Szczuzewski gave an open introduced by the Polish and 
workshop (which Unger par- The Warsaw Mime Theater. 
ticipated in) and then he ·:~This blends the work of 
worked privately with Unger. •French mime' into more 
"He wrote a pieces for me organic, feeling-orientated 
which I incorporated into my movements, "says Unger. . In 
performance during Parent's Unger's case, his comic pieces 
Weekend ("Mimesis")," says are more technique-oriented, 
Unger. while the dramatic pan-
'qThe boundaries of mime tomimes incorporate more 
are difficult to define, as it genuine emotion and center-
means different things to dif- oriented feeling. 
ferent people," he says. What skills are needed to 
"Most people think of mime perform mime? Mostly the 
as Marcel Marceau, who same skills required of a dan-
brought the French influence cer. The individual "must 
to America. Until Andrjez exercise specific control over 
came over, I had only been ex- every part of the body,"says 
posed to the Marceau-like Unger. He continues, ·~The 
technique pantomimes." main ingredient is isolation, or 
Szczuzewski introduced the the tensing of one part of the 
Polish influence TO UNGER. body, and relaxing in the 
As a result, Unger tries to in- connecting part. I try to teach 
corporate the two different in- from head to toe HOW to 
fluences into his pieces. Says isolate every joint--
Unger, "Marcel Marceau articulation in the hands is 
epitomizes the French mime most important. 
(meaning style pantomimes 1 "For instance, in creating 
and technique), whereas the an illusion, such as 'the wall', 
Polish influence is more you set up your hands as 
feeling-oriented.'' Sz- though you're pressing against 
czuzewski emphasizes the cen-
ter (or the middle) of the lower Continued on page 11 
The Ski SALE is Here! 
This Friday, Saturday, & Sunday Oct. 15, 16, & 17) 
2 §alles fiHD. @llllle 
§kn §walll) .. 1IDse«Il eqllllfiJP)mmeiltltt smile 
IP'Ire §emsonn §Rd §ante 
* Save 10 percent on all 1983 Ski Merchandise 
* Save up to 50 percent on 1981-82 Model Skis 
* Save up to 50 percent on 1981-82 Model Ski Boots 
* Save up to 50 percent on 1981-82 Ski Clothing 
* Save on many Ski Pole & Ski Binding specials 
* Save on a super selection of used ski boots, 
bindings & parkas. 
Quantities Limited-All Sales Final 
Special Sale Hours: 
Fri: 9am to 8pm 
Sat: 9am to 5pm 
Sun: 9am to 2pm 
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PJrotest for Nuclear Disarmament DormDam~ge 
atmosphere." He also stated 
that parties are not the only 
factor because the drunk per-
son could be coming from 
downtown or somewhere else 
as well. When asked for some 
idea of a solution he said that 
the student sho·uld not be 
afraid to come forward out of 
fear or reprisal or peer 
pressure if he or she witnessed 
an act of vandalism. Their 
names will be kept in strict 
confidence. He supports the 
ideas of the task force stated 
previously, especially the per-
sonalization project. 
Students & Teachers unite against a Nuclear Holocaust 
By Nell McCormack only the first step ;o 1otal 
disarmament." 
S.T.A.N.D. is a subdivision 
of U/Cam which united for 
The nuclear di~armment 
movement appears to be the 
force uniting campuses across 
the country and around the Nu c I e II r Dis a rm amen t 
world in this decade. At throughout the United States. 
Ithaca College, S.T.A.N.O., "We're in a very 
Students and Teachers aligned precarrious situation now with 
[Qr Nuclear Disarmament, is the threar of nuclear 
voicing the community's rising weapons ... There's a ·reeling of 
concern over the antis race. mutual insecurity and distrust 
"I'm terrified. It's hard to between the U.S. and the 
think analytically about Soviet Union that boosts the 
Nuclear Armageddon. The arms race," claims Scheider-
on,y way it's going to stop is man. He feels the only way to 
through the people," says rid society of it's "Psychic 
freshman Chris McGuire. Numbing" to the horrors of 
McGuire nas joined about 60 nuclear war is through 
LC. student~ and 20 faculty education. "We must become 
members · in orgamzmg aware of the dangers. 
S.T.A.N.D. The group began Knowsedge is the key to 
last semester as the Ithaca preventing nuclear disaster," 
College Nuclear Free7e Cam- explains Scheiderman. 
paign. However, after Therefore S.T.A.N.D.'s 
meeting this semester, the focus this year is on education-
members opted to change the letting the LC.community 
name to S.T.A.1\/.D. Accor- know the government's 
ding to S.T.A.ND. chairman,• position on arms race issues 
junior Jay Schei<lerman, "We and what alternative policies 
feel it's a more powerful are available. Some of 
acronym and we endorse more S.T.A.N.D.'s projects this 
measures for disarmament year include registering people 
than just freeeze: . . A freeze is to vote for the November elec-
tions, posting candidates' 
views on nuclear disarmament 
issues throughout the campus, 
and sponsering lectures during 
the year on various arms race 
issues. The first lecture, to be 
presented by Dr. Frank 
Darrow, chemistry on October 
20, is entitled, "A Chemist's 
Views on Nuclear Disar-
mament." 
In addition, S.T.A.N.D. 
members hope to attend- an 
October 30 rally in Ottawa, 
Canada protesting the testing 
of U.S. land based cruise 
missiles over Canada. In con-
junction with U/CAM and 
over 500 campuses nation-
wide, S.T.A.N.D. will host an 
awareness cay on November 
11 on solutions to the arms 
race. The also plan to publish 
a mont_hly · newsletter for the 
campus on the latset nuclear 
arms developments. 
The nuclear disarmament 
movement has transcended 
many teacher-student barriers. 
Schneiderman· sees this as a 
very positive feature of 
S.T.A.N.D., "Teachers are a 
tremendous influence ... They . 
ANOT!IE.RE!.YOVARE Fol.KS! APTER.127 CONSECUTIVE TDRCH-
5WALLOWS, SER.GE HeR.E ACWALLY PREFeR.57HE7ASTE 6C 
01:.D VIENNA ONAPIAN BEER TO A GLASS CF REf? !::811-GL.C&S 
/;MAMl=l ! WHA, EXKTLY ARE. Y~ COWME.Nr51SEl<f":£? 
VERY B£lTl::RTIIAAI R£D.,. BLJr NOT MA Y8!:" £Jt11ER 
THAN Ya.L.atJf ::ERf£.i!.5EYEll.D(,D ENIW!=L!' 
lMl@i~ ~e@p9e prreffelr1 COiil WD(!uiJErocID 
ft@ anm@st aumythin~D 
This advertisement is a blatant attempt to 
persuade you to buy Old Vienna beer. If you keep 
buying our beer, we'll keep running our cartoons. 
Imported by Century Importers, Inc., Baltimore, Maryland 
• ~~ !1u-oir.1~ ~-,. 
have a wealth of information 
and it just seems natural right 
off the bat to have the 
education force behind the 
movement." 
Many S.T.A.N.D. members 
echoed Schneiderman's 
suggestion that everyone 
become involved in the 
movement. Junior Terri Ben-
sky says she was compelled to 
join S.T.A.N.D. "as amatter 
of life or death". Her primary 
fear of nuclear weapons is that 
human error will touch off a 
nuclear war. The tremendous 
expenditure of taxpayers' 
money on defense prompted 
senior Mary Harkins to unite 
with S.T.A.N.D. "It's in-
credibly absurd that we spend 
so much on weapons while we 
let social programs go under," 
said Harkins. 
Perhaps senior Steve Kelly 
put the group's fear of nuclear 
weapons most succinctly when 
he stated, "I'm ter ·rifled, I 
want to live." 
When questioned about the 
extent of damages today as 
opposed to four years ago, 
Chris Horn said that common 
area of damage are not worse 
of better. On the overall it has 
improved." 
All in all, the dorm damage 
problem is bejng dealt with 
and improvements concerning 
this situation are being 
proposed. By next semester 
the Task Force's effort will be 
put into action. Students are 
urged td ·get involved and help 
reduce the dorm damage costs 
that they have to pay. It 
should be a community effort 
so everyone can live together 
in pleasant and improving 
surroundings. 
1159 Dryden l{d 273·'»25 
!Every Thursday, Friday 
and Saturday ... 
'P~slr&aJood ~pecials 
Haddock . . . . . 6 g;; 
Bluefish . . . . . . 6 95 
filet of Sole . . . . . 6 95 
Sea Scallops 
Fishermans Platter . . . . 
Dinners include homemade chowder or 
salad, potato or rice plus a vegetable and 
bread. 
···and after 9 pm ··· 
~·"'~Jf iib '-Bali 
boiled fat 
OYSTERS SHRIMP 
on the½ shell CLAMS ~50 45n on the ½ shell O ~ 
'j'-' or steamed 
25¢ 
FA-SHIONABLE 
SPORTSWEAR 
Sam Gould Collegetown 
401 College Ave~ . 
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The lthacon's Guide to Arts and Entertainment 
Loneliness At The Bus top 
By Rosemarie Tishelman 
Loneliness. The jukebox 
whines a country and western 
ballad, ~March is tomin' in 
like a lion. "It's 1 a.m. in 1955 
at a -- roadside -cimer callea 
L'Grace's" ,just west of Kansas 
City, where a handful of mid-
night riders take shelter from 
the storm. 
I'm talkin' 1 Bus St(!p_, a 
comedy by William Inge 
(author of Come Back, Little 
Sheba; Dark At the Top of the 
Stairs), directed by Mark 
Sawyer-Daily. which marks 
the commencement of I.C.'s 
82-83 Theatre Season. The 
production will run through 
Saturday, October 16th with 
nightly performances at 8pm. 
de':'elop among these folks 
present the audience with 
some of the . basic themes of 
life. 
. The most obvious connec-
tion is between two passengers 
on the bus, Cherie, a nightclub 
singer played by Regina 
Atonelli, and the blustering Bo 
Decker, played by J .Michael 
Curley. They have spent the 
night together, and now Bo is 
trying to herd her back to 
Montana. to marry her, while 
his macho manner only drives 
her to run away from him. 
She longs for the ideal roman-
ce based on mutual respect 
that she knows may not exist 
at all. 
Bus Stop~ a realistic, bitter-
sweet piece· of drama. The 
ernphasis is on tlie plain 
speaking characters, united by 
circumstance under one roof, 
. although the relationships that 
A more easygoing sexual 
encounter occurs between 
Grace (Katharine A. Van 
Loan) and Carl the busdriver 
(James W. Murray); two 
adults content in the simple 
satisfaction of their needs. As 
Grace explains to the sprightly 
teenage waitress, Elma, '·''I just 
gotta have a man now and 
then to keep me from gettin' 
grouchy."· The most subtle 
romantic relationship is bet-
ween Elma (Alison Byrne) and 
Dr. Lyman (Matthew V. Ber-
nstein), an older college 
"professor'' (his academic 
merits are questionable) who is 
fond of periodic swigs of the 
bottle. The cast also consists 
of the sheriff,(Jeff Shaeffer) 
who keeps peace between Bo 
and Cherie and Bo's wise 
friend and keeper, Virgil 
(James Abele}. Will, the 
sheriff, feels that even if there 
isn't such a thing as love, 
they're going to keep preten-
cont. on pg. 9 
Jeff Schaeffer and James 
Murray as Will, and Carl 
w. 
Ithaca 
by Meryl Joseph 
The following is a list of 
restaurants and taverns in 
town, and in the surrounding 
area where you can catch live 
music; · 
The Arcade: Top 40-heavy 
rock bands, occasionally, top 
recording artists. 
Coddington Restaurant: 
featuring classical guitar on 
Sunday nights only. . 
Cafe D~Witt: featuring 
classical-guitar; ,cello for Sun-
day brunch. 
Music 
Cafe des Amis: Saturday 
. nights:_ pnly· folk music~' 
classical, .bmes, storytellers, 
poets. 
Commons Coffeehouse: 
(Anabel Taylor Hall) Sunday 
nights - Bound for Glory - live 
folk music. 
Cornell: (Barton/Bailey 
Halls) top name recording ar-
tists in concert. 
Faces: Top 40 Rock, Oldies. 
Ford Hali Auditorium, ~I.C~ 
classical, j~. · -
Gazebo Room, Ramada: dan-
JLceab. 9 
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~ndlEddy 
Micawbers was the place to their sweet VOC<t1 fiarmonies, 
be last Sunday night,. to hear which soothed the ears of their 
Leab, Sue and Eddy perform a audience. The performance 
· good-time, laid-back, folk- was also ~ccented by some 
style, musical experience. Per- surprise participation from 
forming cover versions from several local musicians. It was 
musicians like Joni Mitchell, almost hootenanny styled. 
Neil Young, The ·Grateful Leah, Sue, and Eddy will ~e 
Dead, Crosby, Stills, Nash, performing in the I.C. Pub m 
and Young, Simon and Gar- 1 the ·near future, so if you 
'funkel and the like, Leah Sue , didn't have a chanc;e to hear 
and Eddy provided a .. ~taxing, them downtown, make sure 
casual, yet entertaining, you catch them on campus. 
musical experience. Keep an eye out for signs. 
Highlighting the-show _w~re 
.· ... -.. ":"·,.: .. ·-·-~--· 
Dictionary 
ce music, jazz, piano bar. 
Ground Round: . soft, con-
temporary rock. 
Haunt: Reggae, Rhythm and 
Blues, high quality touring ac-
ts. 
Ithaca CoUege Pub: __ assorted 
student amateur performers 
Kelly's Drydock: a· variety of 
blues, rock, top 40, and jazz. 
Micawbers: variety of rock, 
blues, jazz on TJ!e~da>; nights;_ 
amat~rs on Sunday nights. 
l~~ckellod_eon Lounge: 
(Sheraton) variety of jazz, 
rock, top 40, bluegrass. 
Nines: Rock, progressive 
rock, jazz on Thursdays, Blue 
Monday - every other week, 
featuring an assortment of 
blues artists. 
North Forty: disc-jockey, 
Monday nights - music from 
60's, 70's, 80's; Thursday-
Saturday- Top 40, variety. 
Olivers:· Jazz on Friday 
nights. 
On the Waterfront: dance 
music, jazz. 
Plums: jazz - Sunday brunch, 
rock, blues, Rhythm and 
Blues. 
Rongovian Embassy: 
(Trumansburg) Rock, blues, 
Rhythm and Blues, country 
rock. 
Rulloffs: jazz, folk music, 
blues. 
The Spot: (Trumansburg) 
country rock, country and 
western. 
Tweitmans: (Freeville) coun-
try rock, country western. 
Son 
§eals 
((;bicago Blues Master 
SON SEALS, Grammy-
nominated Chicago Blues star, 
will be bringing hi~ brand of 
red-hot blues to the Haunt, 
1141 W. Green., for one night 
only, Tuesday, October 19. 
This is Seals' first Ithaca ap-
pearance ever. 
Robert Palmer, pop music 
critic for the New York Times, 
described a night of Son Seals' 
music in his critically-
acclaimed new book, "Deep 
Blues." "Son turned in a 
spectacular night of blues 
playing," he said. "The ~-
phrases came .cu·rsin' out of ' : :· · ...., "-.. · , SON SEALS ':.~,":.";,',~;;~.""•·· -" ~ I g:~: .. !~~~L &!5t~ his amp, grainy and distorted, ,I,-,.___~--$' P>OOTo: IIT<VZ K.-. ,)12; 973.7ns 
at a --fiirlous pace~ witn want to get up and dance even Performances at The Haunt 
razor-sharp acuity. Son could without his band, and his band are scheduled for 1 O and 11 :45 
make you stomp your feet an~. , was pushing bar~." p.m. 
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THE LAND OF OZ 
by Kevin Kern 
Alright people, we've been 
here a m'onth or so, how does 
Ithaca measure up? It does 
look a lot like the brochure, 
doesn't it? Oh, of course we 
are not as big as the Land of 
Oz over on the other hill, but 
we do have a better view of 
good old Lake Cayuga. I just 
wanted to settle some of you 
freshpersons, or even upper-
classpersons who might still be 
in awe of our companions in 
higher education: you know 
them, you love them--Cornell. 
Yes, I said it, Cornell! 
Believe me, it was hard at first 
to rerngnize the fact that there 
was a bunch of learning going 
on over there. I would tell 
people that my school was in 
Ithaca,N. Y., in hopes that 
geographically they would put 
two and two together and 
assume that I was some senior 
high scholar' soon to be aid to 
the president upon graduating 
from Cornell Law. Yet most 
of the time people would 
say,"Oh, isn't Ithaca next to 
Cornell?", and my law days 
would burst into the sky. But 
take heart I.C.'ers, my at-
titude has changed and so 
should yours. 
I'm sure all of you are as 
sick as I am with the not so 
scholastic reputation Ithaca 
has been trying to shake for 
the past few years. At one 
time I was convinced that 
there were little Cornell un-
dergrads sitting in . dimly 
lighted room, writing nasty lit-
tle things about us. I figured 
they were mad because we had 
all the good-looking girls, or 
maybe they wanted neat foun-
... 
taim like ours. But it was at 
that point that I burned my 
Cornell sweatshirt, writing 
pads, pencils, lunchbox and 
toilet articles. I would make 
myself love blue and white. 
No way was I going to let !>Orne 
ridiculous Red Bear out-
market my true Bluie Bomber; 
who-ever or whatever a Bom-
ber might be. 
By my junior year I would 
die for my home on the hill. I 
had recurring dreams of 
fighting off little foreign 
students in red sweatshirts 
from on top of our infamous 
egg above Textor. So as part 
of my cru~ade to change 
America's opinion of Ithaca, I 
would like to enlighten you 
with some facts to toss 
around. 
Fact: Cornell students pay 
$13,000 dollars to be a part of 
their institution. All we have 
to do is buy a $9.99 sweatshirt 
and we too are Cornellians. 
Fact: We have nn problems 
of fighting crowds to find a 
seat at a football game, but 
then again, neither do they. 
Fact: There are over 20,000 
more people on their hill. 
Half don't come out of their 
rooms, so that fact doesn't 
count. 
Fact: They have more frats, 
but we have more bars. 
Fact: They have more 
money, but we have more 
bars. 
And Fact: They needed and 
achieved higher S.A.T."s, but 
who took that test seriously 
anyway. 
The list could go on forever, 
but why bury them? I just 
wanted to kt you know that it 
is very easy to tame the Bear. 
cont. on pg. 9 
'>, ·,.i,t•f t l 
explore, discover ... experience 
Shalimar 
Multi- COLORRINGS around the yoke of 
this cotton dress creates a striking look 
for Fall. Available in teal & rust. $33.95 
,,·' ., . 
COMMONS 273-7939 The INTERNATIONAL Marketplace PYRAMID 257-2222 
. • • ! . . 
·Hou·se of Shalimar 
. . . 
· CENTER ITHACA • COMMONS • PYRAMl·O 
FACE THE FACTS 
BUY I ORIN K-GET I IF'REE W 1TH 
WICKED WEDN.lE§DA Y§ 
JU ixed Drink PitG:·her~ :J.Ot) 
Pitt·he~ of Beer ]..50 
A 11 the Draft ,·on t·an drink :~.Of) 
FRIDAY-& SATURDAY 
ITHACA'S HOTIEST NEW BAND 
0 STEELSUN° 
THERE IS NO OTHER PLACE 
FACES 
Rt. 13-ACROSS FROM ·M.4N0S 
I I t ' • ~ .. _\. q,_ ;_ 'l,. \ 'I. , 
---------------- - --
,,:. 
cont. from pg. 8 
If you iP•:, ,,i: · ~ing a 
pSCL ·,, ( . 'I ndi · u.i. ;, lhL"II 
so bL" r· H1:1 · L";"~··· I'<"'. y11ur 
tuitic,· . I: , 1 •• dre ca~hed on 
this Hill, the Hill -.d1h 
probably more Broadcas:ers. 
Physical Therapi..,ls. /\i:i:oun-
tants. Actors and Musi-:ians 
than will ever come 0111 of 
Cornell. Don't gel me wrong, 
Cornell is doing a bang-up iob 
over there with their circuits 
and livestock. Bui let's face it, 
we are here becau~e Ithaca of-
fered us ,omething we needed 
1hac Cornell couldn't grve us. 
Preach the go-.pel according to 
South Hill and let people 
know that \\'C do our lhing and 
Cornell does their,. B11v 
Bombers , and righ1 now if 
you purcha~c a Bomber 
tee,;hirt for $9.99, I'll 1hro" in 
a Bomber's ba1hma1 and 
Bomber monogrammed towels 
He~. 11ur S.-'\."l .'.., mi!!hl not 
be a-. liigh a-. their~. hut 10 
years from now. \1 ill it really 
matter? I,', us Capitali,1, that 
will \Uf\ ivi:. 
cont. from pg. 7 
ding that there is, so they may 
as well get on with living .. 
Virgil on the other hand is the 
real loner, one who has "lear-
ned to take loneliness for gran-
ted," 
Lines such as this are gems 
within the dialog. Despite the 
relatively low intelligence level 
of the characters, their com-
mand of common language 
enables them to express the 
same ideas that are intellec-
tualized by the Dr. Lyman 
types. For example, Freudian 
theory comes to mind when 
the Sheriff says to Bo "You 
gotta have some bad habits to 
keep you busy w~ile things are 
goin' wrong with women." 
The thrice-wed profess·or, 
however, needs educating iri-
t he practical aspects of 
wooing. His moment of 
lucidity occurs during an in-
terlude in which he and Elma 
recite Shakespeare to pass the 
time. As he declares Romeo's: 
·· ... I know not how to tell 
thee who I am. My name, 
dear saint, is hateful to 
myself." ,th~ P.rofessor realizes 
that the manner in which he 
has been pursuing Elma is not 
at all ;n accordance with the 
ideals he has been mouthing 
off about all night. Inciden-
tally, . it is by no whim that 
Inge chooses the '' Romeo and 
Juliet" insertion. That play is 
about love, and by golly so is 
this one. 
However it is more than 
that, . Bus Stop is about lear-
ning; changtn!E maturing. We 
find out that Bo is not the Stud 
he appears to be, and Cherie 
(Bo pronounces it .. Cherry") 
is not the good wife type he 
thought her to be. 
It's also about decision 
making. The final scene leaves 
Virgil alone in the diner with 
no place to go while Grace 
rushes him out so she can close 
up the joint. She tells 
him;· Sorry mister, guess 
you'll just be Iefr out in the 
cold" (l!nJil his morning bus 
comes), to which he dejectedly 
repiie"s:" ·· Well, that'sJust the 
way some people are." She 
turns to look at him through 
the window; we wonder if she 
will give him a little lov~ after 
:all. Does she? You'd have t(?, 
see the play to find out I guess. 
- ' 
Credit must be given to all 
the actors for fine performan-
ces so far. The mid western ac-
cents are quite well done and 
Mr. Curley's physical 
representation of Bo Decker 
has been outstanding. Also, 
credit should be given to the 
- Production Crews for an ap-
propiate and enhancing set. 
----- -------
---------------------- ------ --
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. ITHA;CA·COLLEGE·CONCERTS '82-'83 .··: 
- ! ' • - ' • ~ • ' C • • ' o 
ID CJ 
1r1 
ORCHESTRA 
Progrsim 0 
8Qrtored Bride Overture 
Trumpet Concerto in E-flar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Firabird Suite (1945) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... . 
lnterm1ss1on 
Symphony No. 8 
·Program subject to change 
ndloto ~alBobfo ct: 
Hickey's Music Store 
Finger L~kes Mustc 
Egbert t•110t>d Union 
Commons 
Pyramid Mall 
Ithaca College 
. . Bed-rich Smetana 
(1824-1884) 
. Franz Josef Haydn 
(1732-1809) 
Igor Stravinsky 
( 1882-1971) 
Antonin Dvorak 
( 184 1 -1904) 
$6 00 General AC1m1ss,on 
$5 00 llhaca College Faculty 
Staff anel Aclm,n,strat,on 
Friends of Ithaca College 
Other Students 
$3 00 Ithaca College Students 
Senior C,t,zens 
Seesan Tickets may be purchased at the door 
Belohlavek, Music Director/Conducto, 
. ' . ''. '' ',.' 
October 14, 1982 
~ § - ~ -~ MfAJD).&MIIE I .fu>__utb Hill- Scramble bJSimilylk'!,,,,_,, 
~ , z~~§A'§_ i . [L V)tel OIi JJ ~~-~!~~~n Joa;~ 
~ · MORslJJOllf Xii ·, othenyf$e_known_:_: · 
~ fo1-~ q,aefU~/ , - - !?ll-H~C ____ [~.!llllIJfl:,; ~s .. _ .. ti l n ·11 l• 
!,,I • , -. ------- -- • -··· --1.·- :1 l [ l 'I !_1 ~ Aries(Ma~ch 21-April 19) Libra'(Sept.23-0ct.23) ·. (H}ltlCl_'_'r!)lpl, []·:'. Answers in next issue ~ Sorneonc out 1here is cheering ~- _ _ _ .._ -- - .-
1'\ , 1111 011. Whatever ii i~ you 're ~~;;;a:;~~~:a;:i~~;G:.J~~g:ii:;;a~~i=fi:;8;~;;a~~~~~~:i;;:~~$~t;it::u;:~i.t.1.J1J 
1 "1r:,•.i!,,,n:;:inucico\,n. Answerstolastweek'spuzzle 1• I"' t• 1 ~~ Be ·,,,is,·' lk wi;d! But bewa1c I • I I ·' - - · -
. -r ' . ,,, d' Scori,;o (Oct.24-Nov. ll) I ~~IFT : ' -B~OWN ' ~Rl~P BREEI) .e:---:il~e:~::"". '. 
~ Taurus (Apri120-May20) \,., 1 ,. ,,HII ,cn,111 '· \\.,q- ~~-~~=1l=:~~=1l=:~~~-~·;·-~-~-~~-~'~--;'~~~~~~::n=~dl:~!l::!:~~~at~iE.i3i:~~ 
!'1 , ?'1·1. ! . '°'i...·n· pin ~ _ _ .. ~ ~ ~ ~\ ~:,'.:::··~·l '.~,~: ;,':,\'/ 't:~~id.~1:~<'. Sagittarius (N~v. 2~-Dec. 2_1} ~ 
~ '·I, ',11:· ! ,', .,,. ,!i,,ui-1 ,,1 ,·I· f :1;1 "'ii ,l' \\)II '"·er !)lllllll!,? ~ ~ ::•· " ,··T ,,. :, ·i,,; B,1,l-.l; ,\l..·.i,ill•· l<ll. SI 
~- , 11 ,.,,, dP11·1 ,~L·: 1,i ,\01~ ,Ii,, ~ The Fountain 
SI · .,,, 1111~•li. ,,•11-.,h ~ 
~ Gemini (May 21 _June ll) ·· ·· 1 • • ,., ,, 1'' "'; ij Refreshing noble jet stream Their following the fragrant Escape me not ~ -· --- - - ~ Spring forth eternally smell ~ Capric~rn _ __ <Dec. 22-Jan. J'1\ ti Spout higher--reach the lofty Floating on the gentle spring Heretic hermetic heretic her eh 
~ ) .. 1 • !, '' · ', ,1 11-<-.1 !.. 1 Pda~ - S,' -~ peak air Sell you cell you liod graphic 
LC VISIONS 
..., Ao.,; ,..,,., ,. .... ......... .. .., ,., ,., 
The Third Wave 
~ l, I, 11 ' 1 \I.]'' > 1, 
~ ,. ' · 1 'I' 1 'i ,! 1c l' • "\\a' ~~- Till vivacious columns attain Upon their magical wings pin up 
!,I \ .. ,, '( ,l,,i,,·\\,', .. ,, "-l'<'I' heaven Fol/owingdrivinginstincts pregnantPerish: ~ \ ' · ! · ·::' ': 1 1 • • . • , , ,. ! , , ~ , ~ Brilliant spirit filling source In order to strip In heavy arch your womb 
~ ~ Exquisite shimmering beauty Virginity empties 
I'\ Cancer (June 
22
· -July 22) ti Cascade back to the shining From the delicate child vision effluent wasted im-SI Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb.18) ~ 1 I'\ _ - -- ~ poo pure ~ - ~ Shower sparkling diamond bv J. Dansereau. _ .. _ To the drowning sludge depths 
~ l:.d,.,, :1. -1'\.1 11 ,: -,,,,-.,,11,l' , .111 ,· .. :i I· 1, . .i11<1 1,, ,:n,, ~ droplets ~-=_-~c:::.-=---c::::-==-~1 every cohort insecure, lost ~ ·., · '\'• i. 1 • · "'' i:,·.i·<·' ;•-:· ·1' ,,,.:· \1-u ,.,, " ~ Uponaclearascrystalsurface· Laquertranslucentjadepastel 
~ · · ·· -;, lfr•,•P:.! . ,,, 1 l. ,. ~ Ripples in glistening concen- purple 
~ : :· .. 1·' ~ tric wavelets Countenance? Uncover 
~ ~ Dazzled by sun rays--pure You are a person whom I discover 
~l.eo (July 22-August 22!. Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) i'I water molecules share many feelings with. upon caress, the touch, 
~ ~ Effervescent spray--bubble Each day I am with you brings nihilistic emptiness 
~ !,I livley a newfieeling. Surprised? slurp 
ij \1.,.: ::-,, /•,: /,., ,Phi ,,,,1,,:1 1 I · ij • 1 1 n·: / ·- , / ,, ",'· ,· -: ' .1 Delight my heart once again. It is kinder like a sunset- phlegmatic articals appen-~ \J' '1i· \\·,,i-. 1' ·,l·,· "'·': ·: ·', '' , -., ,,.p,· ·.· · l''" U byanaspiringpoetMW Onethatisneverthesame- dagesarti~als 
~ :: .i··:·· ; 1 :··· • ,: I,.,··. ,, :.! ~ · ·- · • Anewexperience. blackened· italics eyes print 
~ ~ At Seventeen But more than that- abject ~ l'i One that is more beautiful Grandiloquent Conquistador 
~ Virgo 1 \11~··, .:_\.-.,q,· .!~, M thanthelastone. Severed barbarian blood drips !<I ~ A flower And yet, down on you ~ ' ', i) ;'.: ''. '''' ., " · ' i <;;:::~7/:;!~:;;:,::::::c:i,,, 'J::::.~~if :i1:: r::. set, t:.t':,,";n }:;;;:,. ration die 
~ ~ the sun / know that1 tomorrow's will ~ ~ Her sweet scent be even better 
, ~ l'i A tantalizing elixer Because it will be shared with 
~ ~ Hungrily devoured you! 
Ah spirit 
Ooh God 
b...:::::7..c:7...::::7..c:7..c:7..c:7.c:7..c:7..c:7..c::7..c:;r..c:7.c7,.c:;,; .i::: !4 By butterflies and bees 
Such is innocence in the quiet - - Escape me not ., by Meriellen Schneider' 
., 
:.; 
meadow - . - - - ..._ ,- ._, ~ 1 by Mark Didriksen 
·aUE fflONEV Ulll TAE-Ollt F0111 
-fROnl OUR ORI and BAIER¥ DEPTcl 
* OVERSIZE SAN[)\NICHES . 
1:fSUPER SUBS 
* !?~ZZA . BEER SODA 
* IREADV TO EAT MACARON~ $AlLffi\lD). 
* COOKIES, ROltLS & BREA[l 
.. 
FOOD STORES -
. SaturdaJs Ttl Midni&ht -_ Sundays 8 am .· .6 pm .. 
7 42 ·:Sit MeadOw St:, Ithac~ 
.. 
1 
) 
f 
I j 
Oc'tcbar 14 
faculty Clarinet 
I 
H. ..,, re, 11 Jiu I rn:, till' 1-:,•u 
~. 8:1.5 pai (i) •,..rJ1111,.-,\rdd11, .. ,, 
lc,t .... IO.!, , p..,, '-1th 
Ju.'lior Uorn, _E. 1,,11 i,.., ,hl•,h,,~I, ,1 , 
Octobar JS llu•, 'it,•J·· '11111 lhL,1tr,, 
Lectures/Seminars 
!->_c .. 1,_u.1J o.rr_r_c_r:...~i~n '>.!:_,I_I_I 
C,_i:,ouli, i.,ti l{Ollr.i, Un11111, 
11 .!U pr , !.pPw,11ruJ I• 
',v ... 1,,1,,,;, Dcr1 
Meetings 
i-cl_~,1:1•,h_iJ' r u1 1111 .11, 
'1~Jr_l'l\l•I,-. I <.•l-t,,-·t I', I 
L,H 11 11tli~r, l 1 ,,.,,,1., h' 
llu!l,•r L, 11HH. l111,,, 
l I JJ ,- • I ,•' 
TIHIE ITHACAN 11 
'{~, ~£. \.l\c.-E·""1' 
~MN~~1ns 
~S\,Ul(b! hJ 'c' LOT 
\,J\1}\o\lf PE2HIT ! 
Umqi;er 
con. ti:nuedl-----
Spons 
Oaeobar 14 
1-l!!. ~ V8. Cortland, 
4 pa (H) 
glass," explains Unger. "To Nazarian. Perform~ces are 
illustrate isolation you move October 28 (8:15 pm m Ford 
th b d d . Hall) and November 17 (4: 15 
e O Y up or o~n,. k~;pmg and 8:00 pm in Arena Theater 
the hand where 1t Is. He f 0 .11. h ) l . fi "Th b d o I mg am . 
c an ies, e o Y can move, Michael also hopes to per-
but the h_ands must_ be isolated form mime at IC sometime 
at th,e wnst." In this case ('the next semester. In addition-, he 
wall ), the hands are very ten- ·1i b t h' m,·me 
, h'I h . w1 e eac mg a 
~e, w I et e body 1s looser and work~hop, starting in 2-3 
much more relaxed. weeks. No experience is 
"'In addition, (one) must necessary, as he will be 
also show (his) ideas clearly teaching basic techniques and 
and freely," says Unger. composition work. If in-
·"Everything done must be un- terested, send your nam~ and 
, derstood by everyone. If not, phone number to: Michael 
·~ (the mime) loses the audien- Unger, 207 Pleasant Street, 
Etcetera ce." Unger offers, "'It's Ithaca,NewYork14850. 
__ _ usually a matter of working 
o,, 14.·. , . _. more universal ideas into a 1
~:~~;c~0 ~;~:-!.h piece--without making the 
~=~~~;;k;: .. ~:! 1• piece too simple." 
~·:< r, .. . ; 
Sc.h.11ug.heney, 9 p;a (N) i illl· 1•,1n1-i<,1t.11,• 11,,1,t 
l'i I' . 1J•,1,,•,1011 d1,ir,ul 
~~. 8:tSpo( 
,}_l._l_:._l_,~t'IJ1_u_•, L~_J_tlt• r_'>h 11• 
~.r_k•!..!1_ol!, •, l ~\'1 UI> 111 
Offi,c ,H C.n;,u, 
,htivitil"', 
Oetober 15 
Volleyball ac Euc 
Stroudsburg lnvlc.nt tonal 
J,Y Football va. Buff ale, 
3 pa (Al 
1w=~~c;7c~~;o v:~ (H) 
As defined by Unger, i:•par-
,~~t\~:.. tomime is the art of creating 
;,:~~~~:k:;'~:;~;; an illusion with imaginary ob-
c."""" · 1-, e0 jects." He continues/·'lt's a 
October l? L1·,L1n, ~ill:,!,•, 
,\1 ~ <:_!I!' I ,\,. 11 trll , , 
I October 16 
Ah.cr11 P10.00
1 
s. Runnel•, 'l,iJri7 ii h..i-.t • •,t,·r -
4 pc:1 (F) - -- 1,llcr• •• ,,r·n,1•,1•,. 
Hit r('JL. ,;i,,,1•,1•rc, 1 l,l 
t"1t1;,;li1.. (.]\Jp).1111', 
011 iu 
t U rl l' l l l I Ill , , ,> I 
lul.i•1, - I• 
Jennh va. Ldjoyne, 
I pQ (A) 
IU, I 1\. I •, '•li\!'1•,l•, • 
Junior Tru:::pct. !!· Keeley ,\1c..1i.1 Jlu . ..1tr.:, 3-·, r:-, 
9 p~ (N) 
lhJ, '-,l,•j•. ·1.Jin flu.• it r,, 
' 
,\1.1.:_L.::!_':IP .. ~'• 1:.':'..·•Jc_r,,ldJi 
i-tlll\lJ'> Pl i•,l,L•, 
'lul h I ll11p, l, , JU ,' 
Soccer v11. Ceneaeo State, 
lipa(II) 
Football VD, Bu[felo, 
~) 
~: (CT' • 
Oetobo.r 18 b ['' •• 1J""11•,i,lo11 llL.lr)•,,J 
l.'..£;_k_!,~1_u_p, •,p,,,1· .. .HcU t,, 
tlf I 1l•' of L 1-ipu, 
1't,11M_ll11!., (.Jul>. er. 
ro,hi•,, l11i,•11, ; 1,-
.~ Country v11. St. 
simple definition, but I try to 
B~n~~ .!.! brain,, elevate it, more, tO (provide) 
more emdtional meaning.'' 
Pr.ague ~ Orcha•tr• 
Ithaca Collcgo Coll1.c:•ru, 
8:15 pn (F). Ad:::unioo 
c.b.arscd. 
Octobor 20 
"1,\11 I 1 J~ - [ii_<.' l'r~:_l·,,, 
1,,t,•r HJ., 7 b 9•)U I' 
,\,Ir I ,•,1,•11 ,.lt,11;1 .. ,d 
, · - •Ji.': 1..:_r_u_ri1_.,,. .• 
,\tt Jvlt h", 
\o_!_l~l~IJ.i ~:.:.!-11_..i_r, U.. •:,,t t, 
Ho11"1, ) p:,, :.pun•,,,rcJ 
h, II la !, 
1111 ll 1, '111,J, r U,.q,, I, 
·J·p·:'l 
Lavrtence, l PII (A) 
Volleyball at &ut 
1 Stroudsburg lnvlcatlonal 
.~ Hockey "•· VerbOnt, 
l P" (H) ! Octabar J 8 
Hidtcrc G,adr• Successful mime needs to 
~ ftt'Jt1nlr,ir 
., io •= mean something. "Mime in-
1,.•,t,·r 1u.:. ; 1:, 9. JO p-, 
,\tJnl•,-,.l,•11 ... 1i.1r 1:,•J 
He::.~-.... l._ri.tl_q_u<.', l.1r,., r 
l'l.11111111•: UI I 1,.,, I I' 
!->tui.l,.'nt lu11.Lr,•,, 1111, 
Ut,11111 II 11 I. H I' 
JV Soccer va. Cornell, 
4 pa CH) 
volves creating reality out of 
Foc<lr ~~)~'!'· an illusion," says Unger. 
Hu•, !->t,~,. •tJln [IJ<.,1trl' WeGt Tower, b pi:i, , W 
Oatobaro 2:! /'I I'•, ,IJt"'l'>'•IOII l h lfl,l'<J 
L,H_l.!c_r ~.~l,1r,1t l,i!'• 
l,Jlllll'l t tt1111 cr,11,,.• ri,,., 1 
.. Jl':1: ~r,m!,or,.•d II\ 
(.ow,•.l·l 1111: l<!nt,•r J11d 
LJn·er Plann1n._ 
Uut.1111.., L lul,, 1.,1, "', 
1111,,a, l'I pr 
October 19 
~ va, RIT, 3:.lO pci 
. (A) 
A!ro·L.>t!n Soelct• < orking in as many 
Dudllnr for Lund,,, emotions aS possible makes Faculty Piano, D. 
Hont50 ... g,, 8: 15 pa (PJ '>,\U 11 lr1 - l)r ..,t_r:,.1_n_1c-
J,1v,·. 11.•,t,•r 10..!. !:I I'-
~..S~.c,!!_~..!.!Jj froa tht· Hod 
:-.crl111~ ,\rd11\r.._::,., 
ll'Xt,ir IU.!, i pr: ~1th 
lllll fr.111c, lcl<.'\'l!,1'.Jll-
HaJ1<1 l>cpt 
.. :,)' 
'iAll 111n - Kid!, Jfl• 
tl_i:_lJ:.hl. r;xwr -10.!. 
7 l:o 9: 30 r::i ,\i.!ciission 
ch,1ri,..L'll 
,\5?,ert 1vcnc~5, l,,mnct t 
cZinTt:r-(:;~~·-·H,hmi. b J01•, 
~pon:.orcJ b~· l uun•,1.. l 111 ~ 
Ccntl r 
~~c-_r_u_l_t_l!1.b• Po..nn 'it.:it, 
!ill,\, 5lhR up ln (..,lrl't.'r 
I' lann ln~ 
~cru..!_t.!!!l,, P,lt.c l!nn •• 
siKn up in t.Hccr l'lJni 
~..!..~ ~ ~~cJ!. lub 
t.urpi 11..U In th, 
Ufl 1<.,,.' ,•I LJ.,;->u•, 
,\1..L lVlt ll:-. - rill 
liloaea' • ~ va. Le.H.oyn 
3,30 p,, (A) 
,~ va. Cornell. 
I ):30 p,, (Al 
Voll!Iball va. Blaghui.ton 
H,aaU.eld, 6 p11 (H) 
O.,t.obclr 20 
f .!!:!:!!!!! va. WUU-. St:1lth, 
, 3,30 P• (A) 
~Spring '83 h • h 
application•, t e piece t at much more in-
~!~:~~-~( I'!:~;;:~ teresting. '' He continues, 
~ ~ ,o ••• , ''After working with Andrjez, 
::~~.!!o,k 11 I;ve tried to work (into my 
I Volleyball ac Ea.at lo'ci:O'd.J., 0 pieces) more of a 'person', 
rather than a '•technique'." ! scroudabura lav1tat1onal ,,. ___ 1 ·, ~~. Ootcbar 21 Mulle-r Chapel, Ptald ~ ••· £,a.at 7:JO am. & 9:30 pi: 
: ~rouct.abura. J pa (H) 
llilcalin.'• Soccer n. 
1 Con>ell, 3:30 pa (Al 
Hrst World, On and Off 
Tro.iJ~ Ar'cn.a.Tht:!:ii"rc, 
8: 15 pm, sponsored by 
A[ro-L:atin Society 
Roo::i. Un1on, !.pom,urc ... 
by Return to Collct;c 
!I:.~~ f!..ll_~, Ca.reel 
P lilnning Of£ 1cc, ~ pr:i 
J.!"-Jbcr ~J 
Recruiting. Peal, H.:ir-
wick & H.itchdl 
j . Oat,>ber :z 
I~ ac eo«i...d 
• State Inrttaz: ioc1al 
j l!!I!!!! at ll?SAU!la 
SH ti.er yallo-.. • 
Oot.oNr at Ith..:t!'a 
calendar for 
1M•U1id uoraistp 
,an,iccs. 
Michael will next appear in 
"De Anima", a ballet com-
posed by IC graduate student 
Jay Dias, and choreographed 
by theater senior Kimberly 
Career Plano~ 
The Counseling Center and the 01 • 
fice of Career Plans will be spomoring 
a group beginning on October 19th for 
students who arc exploring their op-
1ion~ for careers and/or majors. The 
group will include learning to identify 
your interests, values and skils, and 
how they relate to career paths. Call 
274-3136 10 sign up for the four 
ses~ion workshopol It will be held on 
Tuesday from 3 :30-5.:00. 
- -
•nwondering how you can get an "in-
side look" at occupations · that interest 
you? 
• n Interested in different careers but 
not sure which one is for you? 
•••Want a project that could be ex- and will be du~_j)y October 25. 
citing and productive? •••Make a decisive carrcr move, ap-
The Office of Career Planning and ply for Externship '82-83 
Placement would like to announce "Ex- ---------------
tcrnship '82-83 n. The program places r-bY that yru've settled into yoor classes 
externs with professionals to "shadow h(1N about vdunteering in sare of yoor 
themn for one week during winter or spare time. There are CRer 60 human ser-
spring break. Externships are non- vice agencies lcncing fer help. Sa:re of the 
paying experiences with results that can pa;sibilities include: Qxnpanicn Animal 
be priceless in helping you to learn Program-help needed in visiting are nur-
about your own career decision. Our e sing hCIIES bringing pets and animals to 
xtcrnships placements include business the shut-ins. GIAC-help needed dcing 
and industry, law, medicine and health, PR, publicity, and nma presentatioos f<I' 
computer fields, print and electronic down!.C7MI canmunity center. Help also 
communication media, and many more. n~ dcing child care, tutcring and 
If you would like to learn more about recreatioo. :iouthside Ummunity Qnter-
Externship '82-83 stop by the Career help needed with after schcxi reaeatioo 
Planning and Placement Office, first and senicr citizen ~ng. Boyntoo 
floor Gannett. Aplications will be Mddle Schad-help needed in roe to roe 
available at the Office on October 11 and small !!rruP tutaing of learning 
disability students. 4H-help needed run-
ning reaeatic:nal and educatic:nal activities 
fer grrups of low incane, transient, and 
difficult yruth. If yw are interested in 
any of 111ese <I' any volunteer wcrk, please 
see Ela.11e Leeder in Mille!' 307, 274-3311. 
Oimpus Organizations 
The Department of Politics at Ithaca 
College presents the first lecture in the 
Marxist Feminist Speakers Series for 
1982-1983. 
Amber Hollibaugh, and editor of 
S0ci11list Review will speak on 
"Talking Sex: Feminism and Sexual 
Theory," TuesdaY., October 19th, at 
8:00 p.m. in Textur IOI on the ltha~a 
College campus: Hollibaugh has writ-
ten several articles on the relationship 
of free sexuality and feminism and is . 
active in the women's movement. 
FRYE 
~f .. Il1rHACA~§ JLARGESn S1ElLJECTKON 
. . 
Of 
Bo. ~--· Q·_,.-. T'' S .. . -· ;; . : ! ~ ~i . 
IH1andbags9 jacckcetsi) ~(e®fc® 
and accessory iite~§ 
ZeatheI Zxp.l'e&f 
128 The Commons 273-5806 
., 
The lecture is free and open to the 
public, 
SKIERS: Last CHANCE TO SA VE 
ON Greek Peak early purchase, 
FRIDAY (tomorrow) in the UNION 
from ll-2. (Sorry for unavailability 
thus far). They will continue to be on 
sale until Dec. 10 so you"ve plently of 
time to receive last year's prices on' 
skiing this year. Keep looking for 
further announcements in the Ithacan~, 
and around campus. ANYONE MAY 
PURCHASE. 
lnyestment Club meeting 8:30 pm. fn 
N'I08. 
C.O.S.A.- Coalition of Student Ac-
tivists meeting-Thursday 6:00 0109. 
American Society for Personcl Ad-
ministrators 
A.S.P.A. MEETING 
7:30pm. October 18 
Job Room 
All Are Wdcomc. 
Senior Reminder 
"Seniors are reminded that they 
should come in to the Registrar's of-
fice to file an application for degree 
and to review their credits for 
graduation. It is important that this be 
done because without the application 
for degree there is the possibility that 
no diploma will be ordered for 
you.II" 
.:.:. ' 
Unusual 
Gifts 
the iron shop 
on che·c;:ommons 
272-5101 
.. ,_ 
.. , 
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Sports fans of all levels will 
agree that the Fall is the best 
season for sports. The sports 
fan can almost live by the 
television, watching pro and 
college football and the 
baseball playoffs and World 
Series. Although, we are 
currently being nixed out of a 
pro football season, - college 
football has been as enjoyable 
as ever, as have the recently 
completed baseball champion-
ship series. The survivors of 
the battles, the Milwaukee 
Brewers and the St. Louis 
Cardinals, compose the most 
popular event of the fall sports 
season, the World Series, bet-
ter known to sports fans as the 
Fall Classic. 
This year's Fa II Classic 
should be an outstanding en-
tertainment piece for the spor-
ts fan and here's why! 
The Milwaukee Brewers and 
St. Louis Cardinals are with 
out a doubt the two finest 
"teams" in baseball this 
season. When examining the 
nucleus' of each of 
these ball clubs, I see very little 
similarities. 
Milwaukee has the most 
feared lineup in baseball. 
Every player in ·their· starting 
lineup, with the exception of 
second baseman Jim Gantner 
and outfielder Charlie Moore, 
can hit for power. The lineup 
which .features probable MVP 
Robin Yount (29 homers, 210 
hits), 9orman. Thomas (a 
Oc!oher 14 tc>R2 
T 
CLASSIC~ 
league le acting 39 homers) as pressure of the Fa11J Classic. Jacquin Andujar. can hold 
well as the always consistent We've left out what baseball Brewer bats down until the 
play of Ted Simmons, Paul people tend to call the most eighth inning, Whitey Herzog 
Molitor, Cecil Cooper and important area of a ball club- will counter with baseball's 
Ben Ogilivie, will give St. pitching. premier bullpen stopper-Bruce 
Louis pitchers nightmares. .----------------.Sutter. Sutter saved 36 
If any ballclub can counter- World Series Schedule ballgames a major league 
act the Milwaukee power for- high. 
ce, if is the St. Louis Car- In the _dugout, Herzog gets 
dinals. The Cards have only Tuesday's Game the edge over Brewer manager 
one true power hitter in Milwaukee at St. Louis, 8:30p.m. Harvey Kuenn because of past 
George Hendrick, but feature Wednesday's GAme playoff experience. This 
won through managerial 
wizardry however. It will be 
decided on the diamond! 
Will Brewer power be too 
much for the Cards to handle 
or will St. Louis speed and 
spray hitting ability confuse 
Milwaukee'? This question 
will be solved within the next 
week, so grab your chips, dip 
and beer and hop in front of 
the tube and find out. Milwaukee at St. Louis, 8:20p.m. 
a speedy, spray hitting, fine Friday's game ~y_e_a_r'_s_F_a_l_l _C_l_a_ss_ic_w_i""'ll""'n __ o--t_b;;;..e;;;.._ __________ __, 
defensive ball club. St. Louis at Milwaukee, 8:30p.m. 
If Al Oliver wins the Saturday's Gome 
National League MVP award St. Louis at Milwaukee, I :20p.m. 
this year then Lonnie Smith Sunday's Game St. Louis at Milwaukee, 4:45p.m., if 
will be right behind him in the necessary 
voting. Smith had an excellent 
year leading the league in runs 
scored ( 120) and was near the Tuesday, October 19 
top in hits, average and stolen Mflwaukee at St. Louis, 8:20p.m., if 
bases. Smith and center 
fielder Willie McGee, a Stein-
brenner trade mistake, give the 
necessary 
Wednesday, October 20 
Milwaukee at St. Louis, 8:20p.m., if 
Cards outstanding team speed. necessary 
lnfact, when reserve David 
Green replaces Hendrick in 
right, the Cards have the 
fastest outfield in baseball. 
The infield boasts two The edge here has to go to 
World Series Picks, by 
several local sports media 
experts! 
Kurt Smutko-Sports Infor-
mation Doug Clausori-lthacan Sports 
Editor 
Milaukee 6 '-t. Louis 7 
Steve Mayer-Sportsweek Host 
St. Louis 6 
Dave Fischer- Asst. Editor 
Milwaukee6 
former Gold Glovers in shor- the Brewers who have a · Rick Hager-ICB-FM 
tstop Ozzie Smith and first stronger starting rotation. Director 
Sports Rob Goldman- Bomberi 
Football 
baseman Keith Hernandez. Pete Vukovich (18-4 on the St. Louis 4 
Hernandez, when hot, can kill season) has performed like a 
you at the plate and his career Cy Young winner all year. 
stats reflect it. The rest of the , Combine V d:.ovich with the 
Ca rd in al lineup: second experience anl' skill of Don 
baseman Tom Herr, third Sutton, Jim Slaton and Mike Don Hatch-I CB Radio 
baseman Ken Oberkfell, and Caldwell and you have a very Milwaukee 6 
catcher Darrel Porter have capable set of performers. 
been consistent all year and However, if the C a..rdinal 
should not choke when under pitchers like B9b Forsch and 
Milwaukee4 
Merrill Kass-ICB TV 
St. Louis 6 
SyrocuseUniversityUnionConcert Board' pesents 
J 
'• 
' 
•· 
·~ 
$1000 
Door Opens 7 :30pm 
Concert Starts 8: 30pm 
0 
Friday, October 15 
landmark Theater 
Joe Jackson will play two sets with one intermission 
Tickets available at: 
Carey Union- SUNY Cartland Egbert Union-Ithaca College 
. . 
and all Ticketron locations throughout the Northeast 
• ,' • • ' .J, '.j : • • • ~ .: I •' '~ ,• 
The Lawyer's Assistant 
Program at Adelphi University is the largest 
and oldest ABA-approved program of its 
kind in New York State, with more than 4,000 
graduates. 
Salaries at all levels have increased with the 
extraordinary growth of this profession, and top 
lawyer's assistants earn as much as $32,000. 
Come To an lnfonnaUon Session and Learn: 
••• Why 85% of our graduates who seek paralegal 
employment have found It 
••• Why hundreds of lawyers and other employers 
send us their requests for our graduates 
••• Why Adelphi graduates have been hired by more 
than 650 law firms, corporations and govern-
mental agencies throughout the greater New York 
metropolitan area. 
Courses offered in: GARDEN CllY, LI., 
HUNTINGTON, LI., and MANHATTAN. 
For a catalog and a.n invitation to the next 
information session, mail this coupon today, 
or telephone right now: (516) 663· 1004 
The~~-;;-~------4 
Addphl Ulllvenlty 
Gansen City, LI., N.Y. 11530 · 
In coope,abon with Tot N,ruon,ii Center for Paralegol Trosnlng ADaJIII Name ______________ _ 
i 
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by Dave Fischer definitely had the oppor- third when, with two men on walked and Donaldson's 
tunities, but just couldn and nobody out, Paul Serino grounder was mishandled by 
t execute when we had to", hit into a twin killling to take Dasch, they advanced on a 
surmised Valesente. his team out of the inning. fn sacrifice. Cesari scored on a 
Ithaca jumped off to a good the fou.rth Murray singled, passed ball and Donaldson 
start in the second inning when stole second and scored on tallied on a suicide squeeze 
Larry Smith walked and Ed Kelleher's triple. play. 
Shortstop Dave Dasch 
delivered the big blow for 
Ithaca with a three run blast to 
give the Bombers their margin 
of victory. 
The Ithaca Bombers com-
pleted their fall season at 13-7 
with a 6-5,6-5 doubleheader 
split at West Point against 
Division I Army. Five of the 
seven Bomber losses were by 
one run. Sands singled. An rbi single Ithaca starter Dave Axen- Ithaca came back to tie the __________ _ 
and an error on David Army's fourth inning and gave short in the end. Kelleher, 
"With a few breaks we 
could have won some of those 
games", said coach George 
Valesente, "but I never 
thought we were out of any 
game, even the ones we lost." 
by Gregg Kidd scored Smith feld ran into trouble during gaine again in the sixth but fell I 
Murray's grounder loaded the up three runs which tied the Dasch and Egan(intentionally) BOMBER BATS: · 
bases. Mike Kelleher's walk game. Greg Egan smashed a were walked to fill the bases 
forced in another run but the solo homer in the fifth to give but the Bombers stranded 
Against Army the Bombers 
drew nine walks and got eight 
hits, but left five men on base 
in the final two innings. "We 
rally was killed when Dave the Bombers back the lead, them. Again in the seventh 
Dasch hit into an inning en- but it was only temporary. Ithaca left two potential runs Team Batting Average:.334 
ding double play. In their half of the fifth, on base. Tim Barone Another Army double play Army scored twice without Army won the game when 
.426 20 rbi 4 HR 6 doubles spiked an Ithaca rally_ in the benefit of a hit. . After ~esari Donaldson_ll_nd Claak sin_gled-1 
____________ .....;. _______________________ •but reliever Chris Rauth 
SOCCER ATOP 
ICAC 
by Dave Fischer 
The Ithaca soccer team 
tightened their hold on first 
place in the ICAC with back-
to-back vict ories over 
Clarkson and St. Lawrence 
last weekend. 
The Bombers are 4-0 in con-
ference play (4-3-1 overall) 
and lead second place RIT by 
1 ½ games. The two wins ex-
tended Ithaca's ICAC un-
beaten streak to 23 games; a 
streak that goes back to 1978. 
"We've gotten excellent ef-
fort by all the players and 
everyone is getting game 
time," Ithaca coach Ray 
Rostan said. "The younger 
· players are proving themselves 
which is giving us more num-
bers to work with and better 
depth." 
The younger plarers cer-
tainly are proving themselves, 
and statistics verify the fact. 
Sophomore Bill Bonsu leads 
the team in scoring with five 
goals for 10 points. Freshman 
Bruno Guerriero has scored 
three goals and has one assist, 
Goalkeeper Craig Stewart has 
a goals against average of 
1.93. 
: ' 
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-WE BRING YOU 
HOME AND BACK 
·FOR $30000 !· ) 
' :fl
ti-
., 
f AT THANKSGIVING~ 
,; Buses Ileaving IloCo orm NovoJ1.9th 
picked Donaldson off second 
base. Unfortunately, Rauth 
then balked, which moved 
Claak into scoring position 
and he scored the winning run 
on Moore's clutch two-out 
single. 
In the second game, Bomber 
pitcher Keith Meyer went the 
distance for the win but was 
inconsistent by allowing eight 
hits and ei_ght walks. 
Dave Dasch 
.424 13 rbi 3 HR 
Mike ~C.elleher .386 12 bb 8 sb 
Greg t..gan 
.322 2HR 13rbi 6 doubles 
Paul Serino .316 18 rbi 
Ed Sands .386 
Frank Potochney .333 
FoR YouR NEXT ENTERTAINMENT 
rm lRL lBHL rm [C IHI 
THE MAGICIAN 
TEL. 475-4019 
.273-9610 
.Fresh fish on 
weekends 
.Gourmet ve~etahles 
920 EAST 6TH STREET 
NEW YORK, N. y~ 10009 
rest a~ 
- ' ~..!J.. 
. "'<Y(? 
.DeWitt Mall 
.!Ethnic ni~ht 
on Sunday 
.Daily specials 
fine international and original euisine 
·: at 3:00pm to Port Authorihty ~ No Yo Co,. _· H&H 
fLBQlUJOR AND WINES 
,. 
l ,., 
! 
.; lRegistratnorm; 
sign°U}P sheefc-ntrn thee 
Stµdent GQvernment/SoAoIBso office 
by Octo 22nda or call the SoAJBo 
office at 27 4-3383 or 
Andy Carruthers at 272-28041 
---
sponsored by the Travel Comm. of S.A.B. 
and Swarthout & Ferris Bus Co. 
&". 
J I 
', 
,J 
CLOSEST UQUOR STORE 
TO J.C. CAMPUS 
2 I 8 ON THE COMMONS 
,·
11 u:eaftnsiroll"ilg 11:lhle IFoll'ilesit SeDeciloom 
off 00. V. Stai1te W6ira_ces'' 
272-2111 
A~~AT,.C 
GAftDE. 
[Rt:stAYRANI] 
--- Ci, i ne._e A mt·riea 11 Food 
18 W. Stott> Strf>et 272- 7,150 
" r 
' 
. l 
I 
1 
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c~-H. 636 W. ST A TE ST. IMPIAN ITHACA, N.Y. EDUCATIONAL 
CENTER 
TEST PREPARATION 277-3307 SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938 
PR~PARE FOR: CLASSES BEGIN: 
GMA1f N OVo ].4 
JLSA'li' <CDc1L 3({]) 
GIRE (Dcclto 3(]) 
Classes With Sufficient Enrollment 
----------------------------------------
Make youir room an oasis! 
0 1'iropical Pl~n ts_ 
supl'rh quality. fantastic :-f'lect10n 
incl11din~ ones for lo" light areas 
0 IFresh, Silk & Dried Flowers 
0 Hundredi. of Bui.ket~ 
0 Wicker Chuirs, Ta hie• ... Hampc•r .. & 
Headboanls at affonfal,k prit·es-:. 
0 Matchstick Blinds 
0 Straw Ru~s O Mu~"' 
6" 
·WEEKEND SPECIAL: 
CARNATION BOUQUET $2.99 
THE 
JP'lLAN-TATION 
114 Ithaca Commons 273-7231 
Thurs., Fri. till 9p~m. -Sunday .11-4 
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HICJ<E;Y'S 
Music Store 
new location 
115 The Commons 
over Logos 
Bookstore 
(in The Emporium) 
Junior linebacker Dave Stone 
(45) blocked three kicks in 
Saturday's game against 
Springfield, two punts and a 
· field goal, as the Bombers 
destroyed the Chiefs 42-15. 
Stone had seven tackles on the 
day to pace a strong Ithaca 
defense. Stone is the leading 
tackler for the Bombers so far 
this season. 
He was named Specialist 
!Player of the Week by the 
Ithaca coaching staff and 
UCAC Player of the Week. 
For his performance, the 
Ithacan honors Dave S fone as 
Athlete of the Week. 
oflrst Trimester 'Aboitlons 
oConfldent/ol Counseling 
o()na· Visit & Follow-up Q $210 lob fees Included 
~Ulloo,;naoorrtn M.D. 
EleG!NNEflOAAQYANCED·ColllbCbOutlhowneau-rina 
U s. eollegll: S3, 1119. Prico lnclucba jot round lrip IO 6evt!lo from New 
YDfk. room.D011rc:t.an111u1110n~n.Gowolnmen1grantscndl0Grul 
aVDll;lblo tor ellgible lltudlnla. 
rOCIITI StAnclarc:IIZlld lcSUI Chaw our SluCant;' ~ ai:ia ~ '.~ 
IO atumnll ~Ing two yc:r progrcims In U.S. ~ caun=:a "'; 
alOO ·'· 
uvowllha Spsinlall~, alt=ndc=- lour heuraadr:y, lour c=n a 
-. lout morllha. Earn 18 Iva. of c:redl (~I IO 4-.,.. 
taught In U.S. c:o1Dg1o CMlf a two ;,ear lkne Ill*'~ Y(NI Spenl8II 
lludle:I wll bit enhlnc.cl byOSJPl)rtUnlllDe n01 IVadGtllo In a U.S. c:1a:s-
:-
Hurry, tt lal<c:a a 101 Ol llm:> 10 rn:b c!I er~- i 
SPRING SEMESTER- Feb. I · June 1 / FAU~-Sczlf- 10- '"· 
Dec. 22 OIICh yoor. 
FUU Y ACCREDITED · A program of Trinlly Cftrlal!ffl ~-
SEMESTER IN SPAIN 
For fu!I lnformatton-:-wrlte to: 
2442 E. Collier S.E., Grand Rapids, Michigan 485C8 
(A Program of Trinity Christian College) 
:-.:1;.,· .• ,.:.·.;.. ... -, ... · ..... -,t·-~~· .. ~· .~ ..... 't:'"':' , . ,:.:1,-•' ..... .)..••:.'I .. .,. ..... ,. 4\i! 
,,;- ~') 
ARCADE SPECIALS 
Sat. Oct.16 N.R.B.Qo 
The Bar band that rocks 
the town. Your feet can't 
stay still when N.R.B.Q. 
starts jumping. 
$4.00 advance 
$4.50 at Door 
9-lam-1 Show-2 Sets 
Fri. Oct. 22 
The Great 
JOHNVALBY 
DR.DIRTY 
$3.50 advance· 
$4.00 at Door 
9-lam- 1 Show-2 Sets 
Thur. Oct. 28 
MAXCREEK 
AGREAT 
"DEAD'·' SHOW 
Don't miss this 
clone band! 
$2.00 
mE ARCADE NIGH_TCLUB - 215 N. Aurora St. Ithaca, NY 
THE nrHACAN IS 
SPE . CER BUILDS- TALENT 
By Doug Clauson 
Many factors help in con-
stituting a good college foot-
ball program: the coaching 
staff, players and atheltic 
department. Often 
overlooked is the college's 
jayvee football program. At 
Ithaca College, the jayvee 
program plays an important 
part in developing players into 
"the Ithaca College Football 
Family''. Head JV Coach 
Kevin Spencer feels his job is 
very important to the Ithaca 
football program as a whole. 
"Coach Butterfield and I 
believe the JV program is very 
important. We have a 
seperate JV coaching staff and 
schedule and three-quarters of 
our practice time we are by 
ourselves," said Spencer. 
''This way the kids get to 
refine their skills and work 
their way into ther position the 
varsity coaches wnat to play 
at," added Spencer .. 
Spencer feels a lot can be 
accomplished at the JV level, 
especially right here in Ithaca. 
Aside from' teaching the 
players the coaching beliefs of 
the Ithaca Family, he tries to 
instill a winning attitude 
amoungst the players. 
"We try to express to the 
players that it is an honor to be 
affiliated with the Ithaca foot-
ball program and they should 
feel fortunate for being here," 
added Spencer. 
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Head JV Coach Kevin Spencer is a key member 
in the Ithaca Colle2e football family. 
Spencer is in his second year physical education the 
as JV coach at Ithaca, com- following year at Cortland 
piling a 3-3 record last season State. Spencer was a grad 
and is currently 2-0 this season assistant football and lacrosse 
ggoing into Friday's game at coach at Cornell during the 
Buffalo. 1979-80 school year. 
He is a 1979 graduate of Aside from his JV coaching 
Springfield College and duties, Spencer is the head 
received his master's degree in scout for Ithaca. 
''Each week I scout our op-
ponent for the following week 
and break down films for the 
varsity coaches. Also, I'm in 
charge of the film exchange 
each week with opponents," 
said Spencer. 
Spencer feels his duties here 
at Ithaca will serve as a great 
stoppong stone to a head var-
sity coaching position he 
hopes to attain. 
"Here at Ithaca, I'm really 
a head coach within ·a 
program. Coach Butterfield is 
always there to help me with 
anything I need, but basically 
I hav·e freedom and flexibility 
to coach the squad the way I 
want," said Spencer. 
"I'm definitly glad to be 
involved in the lthac; 
program. Whenever your in 
valved with a coach like Jim 
Butterfield its a great ex 
perience," added Spencer. 
1982 JV Coaching Staff: 
Sean Powers- Receivers 
Tony Marx-.Secondary 
Mike McVey- Quarterbacks 
Bill George- Line Coach 
Mke Kane- Line Coach 
Dan MacNeil- Linebackers 
Sam Fouss- Defensive Line 
Each week Ithacan Sports 
Editor Doug Clauson will put · 
an Ithaca athlete or coach un-
der the "Sports Spotlight." 
Coach Ware 
Every Sunday night we feature 
the cuisine of a different 
nation"ality or ethnic group 
;~ ,. 
.. ·.·:· .· .. ,_ -., ···:· .. ·-· . . -.. -<, 
' . ' ... ,. 
L.00.~K -WHAT'S AT . _ 
THE_ PU:B 
WEDNESDAYS WITH WVICo 
THURSDAYOCTo 14th 
BRIAN GROSS & LARRY CLARK 
9:00 to 11:00 
TUESDAY OCTo ll9tho 
JROBIN COH·EN Jl-2 NOON 
COMING SOON TO THE CROSSROAD§ 
TWLIGHT ZONE NIGHT 
Moosewood Restaurant 
gourmet vegetarian 
fine international and ori~al cuisine 
DeWitt Mall, Ithaca 273-9610 
JU,•"\ ')' 1,.•, ' ~ ~ - ~, I ~ ,,,;. .... , .. •, '.J., ,,t 
FOR YOUR NEXT HEAD TRIP, 
TRY HAIRY CANARY. WE 
SPECIALIZE IN NATURAL 
CUTS, HENNAS AND PERMS 
FOR BOTH OF YOU. 
-... 
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BOMBERS RIP CHIEFS 
By Doug Clauson 
The Ithaca College Bombers 
used an excellent all-around 
team effort, combined with 
the play of sophomore quar-
terback Jeff Flanders to defeat 
Springfield College 42-15, this 
past Saturday on South Hill 
Field. 
"We made a lot of our own 
breaks against Springfield, but 
the most important aspect of 
our play was that all three 
units-offense, defense and 
special teams, played to their 
capabilities," said Ithaca 
coach Jim Butterfield. 
Offensively, the Bombers 
were led by sophomore quar-
terback JeffFlanders. Flan-
ders, making his first varsity 
start ever, responded by 
throwing two first quarter 
touchdown passes, one each to 
George Mack and Jeff Lacey, 
to give the Bombers an early 
14-0 lead. 
"I was a little nervous 
before the game, but the guys 
and coaches were really behind 
me and the offensive line did 
an excellent job," said Flan-
ders. 
After Springfield closed to 
within 14-7 at the end of the 
second quarter, the Bombers 
put the game out of reach in 
the third and fourth quarters. 
On the second play of the 
third quarter, defensive 
linemen Gerry Stryker inter-
cepted a screen pass on the 
Springfield 20 yard line and 
Strong safety Brian Dougherty cuts the knees out from under a Springfield player. 
raced -into the end zone un- Stone blocked three kicks punt returns. Kickers Ed 
touched for the score. on the day, two punts and a Kracke and Chris Weiller kept 
"It was a defensive field goal, two of which led the Chiefs pinned down deep 
lineman's dream come true," directly to touchdowns. in their own territory for most 
said Stryker. "We had a good all-around of the day. 
yards per play, even though 
they surrendered 347 total 
yards. Ithaca intercepted four 
passes on the day, one each by 
Stryker and Roy Anderson 
and two by sophomore Bob 
Gneo. 
Another high point for 
Ithaca was the return of half-
back Rick Koob to the lineup. 
Koob sat out last week's game 
against Alfred with a ham-
string mJury. Against 
Springfield, Koob came back 
to rush for 123 yards on 11 
carries including a 90 yard 
touchdown run in the third 
quarter. 
The victory left the Bomber!> 
with a 2-3 record on the season g going into Saturday's game at 
[ the University of Buffalo. 
" Saturday's game will be the 
; first ever between the two 
< schools. The Bulls,3-2, % defeated Canisius 35-13 last 
c5 Saturday. 
f Bomber Blasts-Stone was 
named ICAC player of the 
week along with St. Lawrence 
running back Keith Henry. 
.Sophomore linebacker Gerry 
Genbis made 15 tackles on 
Saturday. Koob is third in the 
ICAC in rushing with 332 total 
Flanders led another Born- performance today and this "I told Ed and Chris just to 
ber scoring drive in the quarter. was the best team we played all relax out there, and kick like 
following linebacker Dave· year," said Stone. they do in practice. I kept on· 
Stone's block of a Springfield The Bombers received out- telling them through the game 
punt. Wide receiver Greg standing special teams play the to just relax," said assistant 
Gatz scored on a 7 yard run to entire afternoon. Mack and coach Mike Inca. 
yards. -
Saturday's game will be 
broadcast live by WTKO-AM 
and WICB-FM. . 
give Ithaca a 28-7 lead at the Kevin Finn gave IC excellent Defensively, the Bombers 
end of the third quarter. field position with several fine held the Chiefs to only 3. 7 
Springfield O 7 O 8-15 
Ithaca College 14 O 14 14-42 
WICB IS YOUR 
Scoring 
IC-Mack 33 pass from Flanders 
(Wciller kick) 
IC-Lacey 18 pass to Flanders (Weiller 
kick) 
SC- Diefenbach 1 run (Bennett kick) 
IC- Stryker 20 interception return 
(W eiller kick) 
cs 
6SPORTSV0ICE'' 
by Doug Clauson 
Quality and quantity are 
two words which characterize 
the sports team of 92 WICB-
FM. No other local radio 
station can give as much 
qualified coverage of local and 
national sports as WICB-FM 
Sports can. 
Sports Director Rick Hager 
stresses quality as the main 
concern of his sports team. 
"Everything we do, we try to 
give the best possible air sound 
available," said Hager. Hager 
has a fine supporting cast in 
assistant directors Steve 
Mayer, Rob Goldman, Jim 
Lester and Seth Fenton. They 
along with several staff spor-
tscasters form the nucleus of a 
powerful "Sports Voice." 
The coverage that WICB-
FM Sports provides will 
satisfy the likes of every sports 
listener. They keep the listener 
informed with happenings in 
the. woricl of sports through 
morning, afternoon and 
evening sportscasts. An added 
feature of WI CB-FM Sports is 
the "Sportlite," a two to three 
minute commentary show on 
the world of sports. Sportlite 
airs every weekday evening at 
6 :20p.m. 
Aside from daily coverage 
of local and national sports, 
WICB-FM sports provides the 
Ithaca area with live play by 
play coverage of Ithaca 
College Bomber Football, as 
well as extensive coverage of 
Bomber basketball and 
ba~ball, and has added Cor-
nell soccer to its live coverage 
schedule this year. 
WICB-Fm Sports is right on 
top of Bombers Football. 
Each game is broadcast live at 
1 :30 p.m. and is predeeded by 
a pre-game show at 1:10 p.m. 
. Halftime and post game shows 
are also provided each week 
during the season. Talent 
crews for each game are pre--
determined by Hager at the 
start of each season. Each 
crew consists of a play-by-play 
person, a color commetator, 
and an on the field commen-
tator. 
Aside fr.om outstanding 
coverage of Ithaca College and 
Cornell sports, WICB-Fm 
Sports hosts Ithaca's only 
sports caU-in show - ''Spor-
tstalk". Sportstalk is aired at 
7:oo p.m. each Sunday night 
cone and Georgia quarterback 
John Lastinger. 
Looking into the future, 
Hager forsees extensive 
coverage of IC Basketball 
during the winter months. 
"This should be an excellent 
year for Bombers basketball 
and-we will be right there as 
·often as possible," said 
Hager. 
Quality and quantity are 
definite characteristics of 
WICB-FM sports. If you can 
find a college radio station 
with more qualified coverage, 
let me know. I'd like to listen 
for one hour. National and 
local sports coverage is 
provided as well as a weekly 
interview with Ithaca College 
Head football coach Jim But- t 0 
terfield.' Listeners can call in 
it. 
any comments or questions 
they might have concerning- Next week, an in-depth look at 
sports or try to answer the WICB-TV's "Grid Iron 
weekly trivia question for dif- Report," a weekly show 
ferent prizes. · A special added featuring host Rick Hager and 
feature each week is a national Coacb'Jim Butterfield as they 
sports guest. Previous Spor- · discuss Bombers football. 
tstalk guests include -Bu"rfalo 
Bills wide receiver· Lou Pie-
IC-Gatz 7 run (Weiller kick) 
IC-Koob 90 run (Weiller kick) 
IC-Chiese 6 pass from Davies (Kracke 
kick) · 
SC-Lewia 9 run (Crevier pass· from 
Meacham) 
Team Statistics 
First downs 
rushes-attempts 
Passing yards 
Passing•att-int 
Penalitii:s-yards 
Punts 
Fumbles-lost 
IC 
12 
42-171 
138 
17-10-2 
10-96 
7-35.1 
1-0 
SC 
24 
56-194 
153 
37-17-4 
7-54 
7-29.1 
3-0 
lodivldlUll Statistics 
SC rushing- Avitabile 16-73, Zeoli 
20-51, Diefenbach 8-24, Bird 5-23 1 
td, Cocca 2-13, Tracy 3-10, Lewia 2-0 
lTD. 
IC rushing-Koob 11-123 lTD, Van 
Vort 5-21, Flanders 8-13, Sirianni 4-8, 
Moreau 8-3,"Gatz 1-7 lTD, Finn 2-4, 
Davies 11-4, Giruzzi 2-2. 
SC passing-Diefenbach· 25-12-2, 
106; Crevier 12-5-2, 47. · .. 
IC passing-Flanders 10-6-1, 87 yar-
ds 2TD; Davies 6;4-1, 51 yards lTD; 
Connolly 1-0-0. 
SC receiving-Meacham 6-54, 
Baumann 4-41, Harmon 2-1~, Bird 3-
16, Lewi.a 1-14, Swanson 1-13. 
' IC receiving- Mack 2-43 lTD, Gatz 
2-22, Sirianni.2-11, Finn 1-19, Lacey 
1-18 lTD, Kieffer 1-19, Chiesa 1:.6 
ITD. 
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